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ANTA' FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N.

VOL. 43.
The bill
of community land grants.
was read and upon motion of Mr.

DROPS

CATRON

CONTEST FOR SEAT

In the Council of
the Legislative
Assembly
ETXRA

HOUSE

EMPLOYES

Number Decided JUpon Last
Night and Today at
Session
Cau-cuses-Bu- sy

The question of extra employes was
the 'principal topic heard In the Capitol this morning. The House held
two caucuses and then took a recess
In
having finally adjusted the matter
harmony.
The Council held a short session
4 hi
morning, look up the regular order of business and adjourned until
this afternoon when at 2 o'clock it
again convened.
As upon the previous days of the
attendAssembly, there was a good
ance of spectators.
THE COUNCIL.
Fourth1 Day Morning Session.
Pursuant to adjournment of yesterto order
day the Council was called'
10.20 o'clock
by President Spiess ait
ofthis morning. . The chaplain then
fered the invocation. The chief clerk
read the roll all responding present.
Chief Clerk Martin read the Journal
moof the preceding day which upon
was
tion duly seconded and carried
ordered approved as read.
The regular order of business was
taken up.
Mr. Cameron Introduced Council
Bill No. 3 providing for the donation by the Territory to ithe city of
adRoswell, Chaves County, a tract
section
school
as
described
joining
number lfi, township 11, range 4 east
for cemetery purposes and instructing
the Governor and land commissioner
to deliver to said city a title to
same. The land 'has been used by
the city as a cemetery without title.
The bill also provides for a right
to
of way 100 feet wide for a road
the cemetery. The bill was oraereu,
slated and referred to the
of
proper committee upon the motion
Mr. Cameron duly secouuea anu

Chaves seconded and carried. Action
on the bill was deferred pending the
appointment of the committee to
which It will be referred.
A message from the House was then
received notifying the Council that
Council Joint Resolutions Numbers 1
and. 2 tod been passed by the House,
also Joint Memorial Number 1.
Mr. Chaves Introduced Joint Resolution Number 1, requesting that the
Governor be asked for Information
concerning the appointment of a com
mission of three to buy a bronze bust
of the late J. Francisco Chaves and;
place the same In the Capitol building.
President Spiess then announced
that he would name the permanent
committees of the Council at the ses
sion Friday morning.
The Council then adjourned until
Friday at 10 a. m.
THE HOUSE.
Fourth Day Afternoon Session.
The House met according to adjournment this afternoon at 3 o'clock.
The Speaker called' it to order and
the Chief Clerk, called the roll. AH
the members were present.
A letter was read from Eaqulpulo
Baca of the county of Sandoval an
nouncing that he withdrew the contest
filed by him against Representative
E. C. Abbott, sitting member from
the Tenth District composed of the
counties of Santa Te and Sandoval.
The letter was received, ordered
spread on the journal and the contest was declared dismissed.
The House Is In session as the New
Mexican goes to press.

PROMINENT TEXAN
SHOOTS HIMSELF
Worry Over Serious Charge He Was
About to Face Probably Drove
Him Insane,

Dallas, Texas Jan. 24. Following a
conference with his attorneys relative
to defending himself against a charge
of a misuse of United States malls
Joseph H. Cowan, who recently came
into prominence because of his efforts
to recover a large block of land In the
heart of the uptown district of New
York City, known as the Hartsfleld
estate, last night retired to an ad
joining room and several moments la
ter was found seated behind a book
case, suffering from a fatal pistol
The prop
wound In his left breast.
erty Cowan claims Is estimated to
be worth $200,000,000.
The action
brought against him In the federal
court was based on the correspond
ence he had with other claimants,
relative to the property In litigation.
It is believed worry caused Cowan to
introduced Council i .!
himself as he had beeimp!an- tuo
dona
"
Hill Number
providing for
for several days.
cnoiy
tion by the Territory of a tract of land
known as school section 16, township
to STRONGLY OPPOSED
17, range 2i, ..ast, Eddy County,
the town of Artesla to be used as a
TO NEW COUNTY
in
cemetery, the .tract already being
use for that purpose.
J. J. Boyd, Postmaster of Lake Arthur,
bill on
Upon its second reading, the
Gives Cogent Reasons Relative
and
' motion of Mr. Cameron seconded
to It.
carried, was ordered printed, translated and referred to the proper comJ. J. Boyd, postmaster at Lake Armittee.
thur and who conducts a mercantile
Uills on their second reading were business
at that point has been In the
the next order of business. Council
several days,, watching Legislaoity
Bill No. 1 was read by title and upon tive affairs. His town is located ten
motion of Mr. Duncan duly seconded miles north of Artesla and would be
and carried, was ordered printed and in the
proposed new county of that
referred to the proper committee.
name were It to 'be created. Mr.
seca
2
was read
Council Bill No.
Boyd makes no bones as to his views
ond time by title and upon motion of upon 'the
proposed new county. He is
Mr. Martinez seconded and carried, not for
it at this time and he thinks
was ordered printed and referred to and in fact Is
pretty certain that a
the proper committee.
majority of the property owners and
Upon motion of Mr. Martinez, the citizens of his section agree with him
Council then voted to take a recess that It would be premature to create
until this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
a new county in that section at this
THE HOUSE.
time. Mr. Boyd was the first settler
in what is now Lake Arthur; a prosFourth Day Morning Session.
Pursuant to adjournment the House perous little town of 500 people, He
was called to order this morning at 10 built the first house there in October,
o'clock by Speaker Baca. The chap- two years ago. He Is therefore thorlain then offered the Invocation. oughly acquainted with the country
Chief Clerk Staplln called the roll, all and the people living there.
He does not think that there Is suffiresponding present. Upon motion of
Mr. Beach duly seconded and carried, cient taxable property at this time in
the House took a recess to consider that section for a new county and that
the question of extra employes In there will be nothing lost in .waiting.
caucus
People can reach Roswell, the county
At 11:20 o'clock the caucus arose seat, anyhow In about one and a
and for fifteen minutes, the members quarter 'hours by rail from Lake Arof the House remained in the corri- thur, and surrounding settlements.
dors of the Capitol discussing the There is therefore, no hardships In
question of extra employes Individual- attending to business at the county
seat. He believes In leaving well
ly.
At 11:35 o'clock the caucus again enough alone In this section any way.
R. V. Crowder a lumber merchant,
convened. This session was a short
one and before the noon hour, Speak- of Lake Arthur, who was here with
Mr. Boyd, returned to his home yeser Baca called the House to order.
'
The regular order of business was terday. Mr. Crowder shares the opinion of Mn:. Boyd In the matter of the
then taken up.
Chief Clerk Staplln read the jour- proposed creation of Artesla County
nal of the previous day and upon mo- and informed a representative of the
tion duly seconded and carried, the New- Mexican that he fully believed
he voiced the sentiment of the
journal In Spanish, was read and or- that
majority of the people of his section
dered approved as read.
in opposition to the project.
Upon motion of Mr. Ruppe amended, a recess was then taken until
this afternoon at 3 o'clock.
RAGING WATERS
THE COUNCIL.
DESTROY DIKES
Fourth DayAfternoon 8ession.
Pursuant to adjournment the Coun- Phenomenal Rise in Mississippi River
cil at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon was
Below New Orleans Destroys
called to order by President Spiess.
Bottom Farms.
. The
roll was called by Chief Clerk
A pheMartin all responding present.
New Orleans, La., Jan. 24.
A communication was then read nomenal rise occurred In the Missisfrom T, H. Catron who had Hied a sippi River seventy-fivmiles below
contest for the seat of Mr. Mlera, this city today, where for three days
withdrawing said contest but main- the levee has been breaking. The rivtaining that It was well founded In er at that point stands within a tent,
fact and law. Mr. Mlera la a 'brief of a foot of the highest water mark
speech declared himself the choice of ever recorded In this district, yet, at
the people and not Mir. Catron. Up- New Orleans and hundreds of miles
on motion of Mr. Miera duly seconded northward the l'lrer Is
more, than
and Carried the message of 'Mr; Cat- three feet under the previous high
ron was received and ordered spread water records. It is thought thai
on the journal. His withdrawal was changes In the hed of the stream may
accepted.
account for the estuary. Flood waters
i
Mr. Chaves Introduced Council Bill are doing a
great amount of damage
Number E, an act to
the ex- to bottom farms.
pired portions of the compiled laws
' of 1907, relative to the
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
Incorporation
cai-rle-

-

-

,
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STEVENS

TO

LEGISLATIVE

BE

On The Isthmian

Canal Commis- sion.
HAS

BEEN CHIEF

ENGINEER

He Must Consent to Live on
Isthmus-Sho- nts
Goes to
New York.
anWashington, Jan. 24. The
nouncement was made today at the
War Department that the office of
chairman and chief engineer of the
Isthmian Canal Commission would be
combined and that Chief Engineer
Stevens would be given the appointment with the understanding that he
will maintain his permanent residence
upon the Isthmus. The resignation of
Chairman Shonts, it was also stated,
will be accompanied by his resignation as president of the Panama Railroad Company. Mr. Shonts will become president of the Interborough-Metropollta- n
Railroad
Company,
which controls the rapid transit and
many of the surface lines of New

York City.

Shonts' Side of It.
Kansas City, Jan. 24. Theodore
Shonts, who is to speak tonight as a
guest of the Knife and Fork Club arrived la Kansas City this morning
from the east. In the course of an
Interview regarding his resignation
as chairman of the Panama . Canal
Commission he said:
"I have done exactly what I said
I should
do organize the Isthmian
Canal Commission. There was no
friction not a bit of friction."
Tells Why He Resigned.
Referring to the talk that he had
resigned to accept a position which
meant more money, Mr, Shonts said
with much show of spirit:
"Now why should men say such
things? I should not have resigned
at all If President Roosevelt had not
consented to it in advance. The Pres
ident realized that the opportunity in
Vpot Ynvlt was an exceptional one
and that I might be able todo nmoh
for New York people in assuming
charee of the Interborough Railway
Company's lines. You may say that
th.is.4s one ijrnyt'rnment job 4hat Is
resigned Willi every posslblef reeling
of courtesy and good will from both
sides."

DEAD NOW

POINTERS.

Mrs. Lola C. de Armljo was named
in the Republican House caucus last

WHOLE

TOTAL

TWENTY-FOU-

R

Official Advices Show Primero Coal
Mine Disaster to Have Been

Worse Than Reported.
Trinidad, Colo., Jan. 24. Official announcement was made this afternoon
from the local office of the Colorado
Fuel and Iron Company, that twenty-fou- r
miners were in the explosion at

It Is understood tha a move will
be made in the near future to change
the county seat of Torrance to Wll- lard and that a bill to that effect Is In
course of preparation.
The Republican House caucuses held

last night and this forenoon were pre

sided over by Speaker Baca with
much firmness and determination, but
also with moderation and with courtesy. The question of employing extra
employes was finally settled and de
termined just before 12 o'clock this
noon. Speaker Baca insisted that due
economy and care be exercised and
the caucuses voted with him. The
number of employes first contemplated
was cut down to a considerable extent
and It is understood that the list comprises only employes that are absolutely necessary for the business of
the House.
The delegation here In favor of Artesla County is hard at work, but the
opposition to the project is gaining
ground dally. The bill for the creation of the county la ready, but so far
no representative or member of the
Council has been willing to introduce
It.
i

SUDDENLY

The following .lolnt Memorial, in.
troduced by Mr. Sargent in the Coun
cil yesterday and which has passed
both Houses, provides for the restoration to entry of larse tracts of land
In San Juan County recently with
drawn by order of the President to
Secretary of the Interior Hitchcock:
Joint Memorial No. 1.
The
Legislative As
STATESMAN sembly of the Territory of New Mexi

Says Report From
Douglas Ariz

ure.

ona.

Thirty-sevent-

ft

GREAT

co.
To the Honorable, the Secretary

Secretary of War Under
Represented Michigan in U. S. Senate.

Mc-Kinle- y

Washington, Jan. 24. All Washington was shocked today by the sudden death of United Stat;s Senator
Russell A. Alger, of Michigan, who
dropped dead at his home in this city
at 8:45 o'clock.
Heart Failure Caused Death.
At 8:30 o'clock Senator Alger had
pleasant chat with his wife and then
went down etalra. A few minutes after he entered his library, his heart
failed to act and death came within
a few seconds. So sudden was tne
end that the Senator died before his
wife could reach his side.
Had Not Been Feeling Well.
For the uast several days the Sena
tor had not been feeling well, but he
was in the Senate chamber on Tues
day afternoon and remained through
out the discussion of the Brownsville
affair.
Chronlo Sufferer of Heart Trouble.
For years Senator Alger had been
a chronic sufferer of valvular disease
of the heart and was often seized with
sinking spell?.
Former Secretary of War.
Russell A. Alger was among the
of the country.
leading statesmen
During the first term of President
the latter made Alger Secretary of War and in this position Mr.
Alger directed the operation of the
armv during the
war. During this period he came un
der much criticism In the press
throuehout the country whic charged
him with being partially responsible
"embalmed beet scan
for the
dal ' A short time afterwards he re
signed the cabinet portfolio and re
turned to his home in Michigan.
Senate Adjourns Because of Death.
The Senate adjourned at 12:17 p. m
today owing to the death of Senator

"!,-

Washington, Jan. 24. The Academy
of Music at Ninth and D Streets
OF TREASURER Northwest, was almost completely
gutted by a fire of unknown origin
which broke out about B o'clock this
of
Santa
Disbursements
and
Receipts
morning. The fire was confined to the
Fe County for Year 1906 Balance
stage and the auditorium. The loa
on Hand, $26,904.70.
Is estimated at $50,000.
On the seventh page of today's
Santa Fe New Mexican
published, ALL PENSION AGENCIES
BUT ONE ARE DOOMED
the annual financial statement of
ColCounty Treasurer and
Washington, D. C, Jan.
lector Celso Lopez for the year endas a whole today in
ing December 31, 1906. It should be House committee
bill adopted
the
taxpension
upon
resident
acting
and
every
by
perused
all the pen
an
amendment
abolishing
Fe
of
Santa
According
County.,
payer
to the statement which is tabulated sion agencies In the United States
and complete the total receipts from save one and Axing that one at Wash
ington.
all sources for the year were
and the disbursements ,were
When In need of anything on earth,
$88,506.56. The balance in the treasury on January 1, 1907, amounted to try a New Mexican want ad. it will
the handsome sura of $26,904.70.
positively bring reaulU.
1

24.-J- The

SDNNifiS

Succumbed to Attack of Heart Fail

Spanish-America-

STATE-MEN- T

$93,-904.-

DIES

County Which Were
Withdrawn By President's Order.
Memorial Introduced.

y

950,000.

KILLS

In San Juan

Hon. T. B. Catron has withdrawn
his contest against Councilman E. A.
Mlera who now represents the Council district composed of the counties
of Santa Fe and Sandoval in the Assembly. Mr. Catron's letter of withdrawal was written this afternoon and
sent to the Council, In this the New
Mexican Is free to admit
that Mr.
Catron acted wisely. He was beaten
on Novemebr Cth last for the position
for which he was candidate and has
now come to the conclusion that
"there Is no use In crying over spilled
milk." This was the only contest
case In the. Council and Us dismissal
means that there will be no work for
the committee on privilege and elections. The contest case of Bsqulpulo
Baca, of Sandoval County, vs. Repre AlKer.
- Abbott
sentative R.
Sitting memThe House, upon receiving notice
ber from the Tenth District, composed of
the death of Senator Alger, also ad
of the counties of Saata iFe and Sanjourned.
doval, never was seriously considered
Interested in Arizona Mines.
and never amounted to anything.
Douelas. Ariz.. Jan. 24. United
States Senator Russell A. Alger who
DENVER AGAIN
died today at Washington, was inter
leading mining prop
GETS CONVENTION ested Inin several
A year
southern Arizona.
erties
accomoanled by
,th
sfffi
Senator,
AssoAmerican National Live Stock
several Michigan capitalists, journey
ciation Will Meet in Los Angeles
ed to this city in the Senator's private
Two Years Hence.
car "Michigan" and spent some time
here inspecting his mining properties
Denver, Jan. 24. It was decided to
district.
hold next year's convention of the in the
American National Live Stock Association in Denver again and not Los COUNTY COMMIS
Angeles as erroneously announced.
SIONERS MEETING
The Convention adopted a resolution
declaring Itself In favor of Los Ansrnnrf Election for Justice of the
geles as a meeting place two years
Peace Ordered, in First Precinct-Previhence.
.

FINANCIAL

TO RESTORE PUBLIC
LANDS TO ENTRY COWBOY

ALGER

SENATOR

evening for postmistress of the House
at a salary of $4 per day. This appointment Is not charged to Santa Fe
County, but was made at large and
on the motion of Representative Holt
Mrs. Armljo Is the only daughter of
the late Colonel J. Francisco Chaves,
who is well remembered as a veteran
Legislator and one of the foremost
citizens of New Mexico for a half century and who came to an untimely end
November 26, 1905, by having been assassinated at Pinos Wells, Torrance WAS
County.

Primero yesterday.
Rescuers Worked All Night.
The rescue party worked all night
In shifts of two hours, but only four
bodies have so far been recovered.
account of
Progress is very slow on
the large quantity of wreckage in the
men surway. If any of the entombed
vived the explosion they have by this ASSASSIN KILLS
time been suffocated to death. The
LONDON MERCHANT
.
victims are all foreigners.
Might Have Been Worse.
William Whitely Founder of First Big
The Primero mine is one of the largDepartment Store in That Meest in the district and had the extropolis the Victim.
over
In
day
the
later
plosion occurred
been
have
would
one hundred miners
London, Jan. 24. William Whitely,
entombed.
the founder of the first big department store In London, was shot and
CASHED FORGED
Instantly killed this afternoon by a
RAILROAD CHECKS young man who afterwards attempted
to commit suicide.
ArMir. Whitely was upon the point of
Roy Hart Faces Serious Charge
leaving his store when his assailant
rested by Mounted Policeman
rushed up to him with a revolver in
Dudley.
Word reached the headquarters of his nand and fired several shots at
the Territorial Mounted Police today the merchant who fell dead, The as
of the arrest of a young fellow by the sassin then emptied the remaining
name of Roy Hart who was taken Into loads of the revolver into his own
- of
mortal
probably
.having body
inflicting
custody on the charge
been as
has
checks.
reason
No
yet
wounds.
railroad
pay
cashed
and
forged
Tuesday liy signed for the murder. The store
He was apprehended
Mounted Officer W. E. Dudley at a was crowded with shoppers at the
followed the
point near Carrlzozo. Hart was taken time and a panic
to Carrlzozo where he wag arraigned
before a justice of the peace and
bound over to await the action of the ACADEMY OF MUSIC
grand Jury of Lincoln County. How
GUTTED BY FIRE
many of the alleged forged checks
were passed or who the victims are,
have not as yet been learned at the One of Washington's Most Beautiful
Structures Lot Estimated at
office of the mounted police In Santa
Fe.

NO. 288.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 24, 1907.

MM

ous

Vote a Tie.

A special meeting of the Board of
County Commissioners of Santa Fe
County was. held this morning at 10
o'clock, Chairman I. Sparks presiding.
There were present Commissioner
Jose I. Roibal, of Nambe, and Commis
sloner Jose L, Madrll of Gallsteo. Probate Clerk George W. Armijo was at
his post a- clerk.
Chairman Snarks stated that the
meeting today was called for the pur
pose of ordering another election for
Justice of the peace held in Precinct
1. It was necessary to have a second
election there as the vote for Justice
of the peace at the first election re
ballots each
suited in a tie of fifty-onfor the Republican and Independent
candidates.
The board Issued a proclamation ordering that the second election be
held In Precinct 1 on Tuesday, January 29, at the school house of School
District No. 1. The following were
the judges of elections appointed:
Deluvtno Romero, Donaciano Garcia,
and Luciano Trujillo.
The votes cast at the recent election
for Justice of the peace and constable
In Precinct 7 were canvassed today.
The ballot box had not been returned
In time, to have the ballots counted
along with the other precincts. The
count corresponded with that of the
judges of election.
Chairman Sparks made a motion to
the effect that the clerk be ordered
to cancel the warrant of $25' made
payable ti) C. C. Catron, Assistant
another
and
District
Attorney,
amount
same
warrant for
the
be drawn In favor of R. C. Gortner,
district attorney, to whom the account
The motion
had been transferred.
prevailed.
The following butcher's licenses
John Pflueger, of
were approved:
Lamy, and Miguel Herrera of Nambe.
The board then adjourned subject
to the call of the Chairman.
e

of

the Interior:
Whereas, thousands of acres of rich
fertile, productive agricultural and
fruit lands in the great 'La Plata Valley in San Juan County, New Mexico, were withdrawn from all form of
entry on or about August 22d, 1904,
and September 12th, 1904, by order of
the Secretary of the Interior, and for
the purpose of withholding the same
from all tonus of entry until certain
preliminary Investigation and exami
nations should bo made by the Reclamation Service of the United States
with a view to the construction of
storage reservoirs for the purpose of
reclaiming these lauds, and whereas,
the Board of Engineers or Advisory
Hoard of the Reclamation Service has
made Pheir report to the Interior Demi rtmeni. which said report is unfav
orable to the construction of storage
reservoirs by the Reclamation Service
of the United States for the reclama
tion of these lands, and whereas, the
of
railroads
construction
recent
through the county of San Juan, and
a very large increase in immigration
into said county, and a largely increased demand on the part of the
of
many new settlers for the entry
these public lands under the homestead and desert land acts for agricultural purposes, and a disposition on
tho nart of the neonle through private
recorporations and private capital to
claim these lands by the construction
with private
of storage reservoirs
of
capital, and the universal demand
New
the people of northwestern
Mexico, for the restoration of these
lands to entry for agricultural purposes.
Now, therefore, your Memorialist
rpsnectfullv reauests and most earn
to re
estly solicits your Department
store all of the agricultural lanus,
heretofore withdrawn from all forms
of entry, in the County of San Juan
under said orders of August 22, 1904,
and all other orders relating thereto,
to entry under the public land laws
for agricultural purposes, and that
said restoration to entry be made at
the earliest possible convenience consistent with the rules of the Department as a public necessity. Be it
Resolved, That certified copies of
this Memorial be transmitted hy the
Governor of the Territory of New
Mexico, to the President of the United
States, and to the Honorable Secretary oi' he Interior.
i

EARTHQUAKE
RUINS OIL FIELDS
Gulf Coast Wells Go Dry as Result
of Seismic Disturbance in Jamaica

Other Fields Improved.
Chicago, Jan. 24. According to a
dispatch received by the Herald from
Galveston, the Gulf coast oil fields
have decreased their production over
15 per cent within the last week, and
the cause of the decrease is attributed
In Jato the seismic disturbances
maica. The sudden drop was noticed
the second day after the Jamlaca
Seventeen oil wells in
earthquake.
Texas and Louisiana have since gone
entirely dry,
After the Valparaiso earthquake
many of the wells ceased to flow,
while an immense oil lake appeared
out i the gplf.
The north Texas oil fields have Increased 100 per cent since the Jamaica
shock and their product is of a much
lighter color.

Unerring Aim Saved Life of
Bert Seely Who Was

s

Attacked.

Denver, Colo., Jan. 24. A special
from Douglas, Arizona, says that Bert
Seely, the famous Arizona cowboy, is
reported to have killed six Vaqul Indian laborers in a fight on the new
Southern Pacific line In course of
construction from Montezuma, Sono-ra- ,
to Guaymas, eight miles from Montezuma.
Indians Attacked Seely,
According to the report, Seely had
some words with a gang of Indian laborers on the grade with whom he
was working, when they mail'! a
shovels
vicious attack on him with
and picks. Seely shot down and killed
five of them before they desisted from
these attacks.
Then while he was escaping from
the scene he met anolher Indian who
tried to stop him and this brave received the sixth bullet making a total
of six Indian victims of the lowboy'
unerring aim.

STOCKMEN SAY
SERVICE IS POOR
Railroads Given Black Eye by Cattle
Growers at Denver Rate
Hearing.
Denver, Jan. 24. The freight raies
charged on stock shipments from !'. e
West to Missouri River points and
the Chicago markets were the subject
of the rate hearing held in this city
today before Charles A. Prouty. chairman of the United States Interstate
Commerce Commission. ' The hearltm
was a continuation of the one opened
In Chicago a few weeks ago in ihe
Association against the various railroads in that state.
Ask Reduction of Rates.
The stockmen ask for a reduction
of rates and also want the extra $2
terminal charge made in Chicago for
switching nbolished. They also allege that stock rates are excessive
and that the service is poorer than
ever before. S. H. Cowan, attorney
for the Texas Cattle Growers' Association and the National Live Stock Association, conducted the examination
of witnesses.
Service Poorest Ever.
Most of the evidence brought out at
the hearing today was to show that
the service was poorer than ever before with no apparent prospect for a
betterment. A number of prominent
cattlemen went on the stand, including Murdo Mackenzie, president of Mie
National American Live Slock Association; E. A. Desrlcqitels, general
manager of the American Live Stock
Association; C. W. Merchant, a leading cattleman of Texas, and others.
Great Losses Last Year.
All testified that it now took from
twenty-fou- r
to thirty-sihours longer
to get stock to market than it did a
few years ago. The cattle cars were
used for the shipment of other freight
during the busy season Instead of
shipping cattle. President Mackenzie
declared that tens of thounands of
cattle and sheep were left in Texas,
New Mexico and Arizona last
year
because the owners could not secure
cars in which to Bhip.
The hearing was adjourned at noon
to Amarillo, Texas where it will be
continued tomorrow and later testimony will be taken at Fort Worth.

COLLEGE STUDENT
ALLEGED FORGER DRY FARMING
CONGRESS MEETS
Jose Luna of Wlllard In Toils Arrested This Morning in Santa Fe
Taken to Corona.
Charged with having uttered a
forged check, Jose Luna of Wlllard, a
young son of Mateo Luna, was arrested this morning at St. Michael's
College, where he had been enrolled
as a student. He was taken into custody by Deputy Sheriff W. J. McAdams
of Torrance County and Officer Richard Huber of the Territorial Mounted
Police.
Young Luna Is said to have forged a
check for $981 and cashed it recently
at Corona. It Is said that he did not
have the money in his possession very
long, as most of it was lost soon afterwards In gambling in Corona.
When arrested the youth was taken
to the county jail where he was confined until his departure this afternoon for Corona in the custody of DepBrother E.
uty Sheriff McAdams.
Lewis, director of St. Michael's College, declined to discuss the affair.
EXPORTING OF GRAIN
FROM CHINA

PROHIBITED

ANOTHER NEW MEXICO
POSTMASTER APPOINTED.

Hong Kong, Jan. 24. The export of
grain has been prohibited by the an
thorities of the province of Kang Si
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, Jan. 24. --njohn B. In consequence of the .rice and other
School has been appointed postmaster crops being largely failures, these
to
at Copperton, Sandoval County, vice crops furnishing only,
of the average yields.
M. L. Lukens, deceased.
one-thir-

one-hal-

Sixteen States Represented at Session
Which Opened at Denver
Today.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 24. Sixteen
states west of the Missouri River are
represented in the
Dry Farming Congress which convened here today. Large delegations are
from Colorado,
present
Wyoming.
Utah, Kansas and Nebraska. Former
Governor Jesse F. McDonald, of Colorado, by whom the call for the Congress was Issued, was chairman of
the first day's session.
Objects of Congress.
Several addresses were delivered.
"The alms and objects of the Congress," were explained by John W.
Springer of Denver. He said the purpose of the Congress was, first, to
form a permanent educational Interstate organization and second to afford a full discussion of the principles
of scientific soil culture.
DELEGATE ANDREWS GETS
PENSION FOR WIDOW.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, Jan. 24. Delegate Andrews this forenoon secured favorable
report from the Senate committee on
pensions In the case of Joseflta
at $16 per month.
In the agricultural appropriation bill
reported to the House today, the appropriation for seeds Is eliminated.
Mon-tan-
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PROFESSOR
HEED.
"The Santa Fe New Mexican says
the School of Mines at Socorro, 'has
not been of the benefit that it should
or might have been in recent years.'
Trying to 'ruin our educational institutions!" Albuquerque Fakir Journal.
Tiie above attempt to 'be funny on
the part of the Albuquerque Fakir
Journal simply demands the following
notice. It. is a lie. Right here the
New .Mexican desires to say in connection with the above matter that a
consplucy has been entered into by
it he gang represented
by the Albuquerque Fakir Journal, to rob Socorro of
the School of M'ines and to combine
that school with the University of
New Mexico in Albuquerque. An attempt to bring about this change was
made in the session of the Thirty-sixtlegislative Assembly. It fell fiat.
The President of the University of
New Mexico, Professor V. G. Tight,
was here then and there and lobbied
for the proposition. He will take due
notice this time that it will be well for
hini to stay at home and attend to the
legitimate duties of the iposition he
holds if he can do so. He should remember that the people of New Mexico are not paying him a very handsome salary for the purpose of coming to Santa Fe and lobbying with legislators in such matters. While a
citizen of the Territory has a perfect
right to communicate with members
of the Legislative Assembly In person
or by letter, when, how and where he
sees fit, and "to lobby" if he want to,
an official paid by the Territory of an
educational institution should not be
found endeavoring to work against
the interests of another educational
institution. As said above, he is not
being paid for that purpose. His tinij
Ills labors, his services, his attainments belong to the Territory and to
the educational institution in which
he is employed. While he is under
pay his time should not be used for
anything except the work and the duties of 'his position. He who runs may
rend, and this learned professor will
do well to read and heed. He will do
iwell to leave well enough alone. He
may not take this advice but he had
better. The members of the present
Assembly will stand no fooling on public questions, and will also stand no
bulldozing by yellow and blackmailtoo
ing sheets. They will be found
inintelligent, too experienced and too
dependent for that sort of business.
LEARNED
SHOULD

h

THE CHANGE SHOULD BE MADE.
The bill introduced yesterday by
Councilman Malaqulas Martinez of
Taos County to repeal Chapter 2 of
the Session Laws of 1901, under
which the Governor of the Territory
is charged with the duty of filling vacancies In county offices and providing that this power be delegated to
the several boards of county commissioners, is a measure in the right direction and should meet with prompt
and favorable recognition and action
at the hands of the Assembly. The
New Mexican believes in a government of the people, for the people and
by the people, and the conferring of
the power above alluded to upon
County Commissioners I" in the direction of such
The
government.
County Commissioners are the direct
representatives of the people, to conduct county affairs and administrations, especially the business part
thereof. They know what the people
want and what the people ought to
have. They are better acquainted
with citizens than is the Executive or
the Territory. Politics has nothing to
do with the proposition. In a county
where the people are Republicans and
have elected Republican County
naturally Republicans will
be appointed to fill vacancies in
county offices. In a county in which
a majority of citizens believe In the
supremacy of Democratic principles
and where there is a Democratic
County Board, candidate belonging to
the Democratic party will naturally be
named to fill vacancies in county offices, and the will of the people expressed at the ballot box will, therefore, be carried out In a much greater
degree than by appointment by the
Executive. The section which Is to
be repealed by the bill Introduced by
Mr. Martinez has been in force about
ten years and has been proven, in quite
a number of instances, rather undesirable and not beneficial to the public
interests, and to the well being ot
Councilman
county administrations.
Martina understands the wishes of
the citizens of the several counties In
this respect and has acted thereon In
the Introduction of the bill. He is in
touch with the people of his county
and in fact with those of central ?nd
northern New Mexico and believes in
The bill
heeding their sentiments.
should be enacted Into law.
THE RESOLUTION SHOULD PASS.
Every citizen has the right to petition Congress and to ask for or to
oppose legislation and action of that
body either for the Whole country or
for a part thereof. There are a few
office hojders and citizens In this Territory who ar"e opposed to appropriation of funds by the Territorial Legislative Assembly for the pay of extra
employes, absolutely necessary to carry on the business of the
Assembly, promptly, speedily
and effectively. Some of them have
telegraphed protests to members of
Thirty-sevent-
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increasing Age of Heroines.
"The age of the heroine lu novels,"
we are told, "has been steadily going
up. There was a time when the young
girl of 17 or 20 was the only possible
heroine of a romance. Now she may
figure In a story, but It will be moru
as a side character than as the 'lead-Inlady.' " There are doubless fashions In these things. The ugly heroine came in about the middle of the
ast century. She Is now, poor girl,
no more.
She flourished with the
ugly hero, which was surely rather
hard fortune for both of them. The
thought of a procession of aged heroines seems to suggest a deeper seriousness than we have been used to.
That, however, may do us no harm.
,

LOOK OUT FOR NEW
MEXICO.
The formation of an Immigration
Department of the Federation of Civics, Is important both to the West
and South, both of which sections
need certain classes of new population. The congestion of immigrants
In a few eastern cities and the un4.00 desirable character of much of the re-
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Congress objecting strongly to the
passage of the resolution introduced
by Delegate Andrews giving the present Legislative Assembly, authority
to appropriate $15,000 from the Territorial Treasury for the pay of employes necessary for the proper conduct and the work of the session.
They have a right to do so, but they
are in a great, great minority and a
great, great majority of the citizenship of the Sunshine Territory does
not and will not object to reasonable
appropriations for Che purpose named.
Therefore, the protests of these self
righteous and "better than thou" persons should not be heeded by the Congress. The appropriation is necessary
despite the individual opinions of a
few men who object. There is generally in political affairs, opposition
someto every measure proposed;
times this Is very great and at times
it Is very small as in this case. The
prevailing sentiment favors the adoption of the resolution and the allowing of the New Mexico Legislature to
make the appropriation
quoted, because such is believed to be imperaAndrews
Delegate
tively needed.
should push the resolution with might
and main and if he passes it, he will
certainly receive the thanks of the patriotic and good citizens of the Sunshine Territory. The sooner this matter is settled the better for all concerned and for the commonwealth.
SHOULD
THE RECOMMENDATION
NOT BE HEEDED.
Governor Hagerman's proposition
to transfer the Institute for the Deaf
and Dumb to Alamogordo and combine it with the Institute
for the
Blind in that town, is not well taken
and does not take well with the people. The saving to be effected by
such legislation would be so Inconsiderable as to bo unworthy of serious
notice.
It would also 'be detrimental
to mix the deaf and dumb children
with blind children; the systems of
education are so opposed to each other that the two classes should not be
placed under the same roof and under the same management. The Institute for the Blind in Alamogordo and
the Institute for the Deaf and Dumb
in Santa Fe are doing very well with
the limited appropriations accorded
them. As they become better known
they are filling with children and
young people for whom they are destined, and in a very few years they
both bid fair to be among the most
valuable and deserving institutions of
the kind in this great country. The
New Mexican hopes and trusts that
the members of the
Legislative Assembly will look very
carefully into these questions and
will act for the best interests of the
people and of the unfortunates concerned, namely, by leaving the Institutions named where t'hey are, and
providing for their maintenance and
conduct in as liberal a way as is necessary. The present appropriations are
not large and the taxes to be collect
ed to pay them are certainly small
Leave well enough alone in
enough.
this instance, should bo the motto cf
the Assembly.
Thirty-sevent-

TRAINING SCHOOLS IN
THIS TERRITORY.
The suggestion of President Charles
A. Spiess of the Legislative Council
that an industrial school be established
by the Territory, should go still further.
The proposed new code of
school laws should make provision for
manual training in the public schools
of the larger towns and its gradual
extension to the country schools. Especially, school gardens should receive
legislative attention, for New Mexico
is primarily an agricultural commonwealth. If the 500,000 acres In cultivation in New Mexico the past year
had been cultivated more scientifically
Instead of In a haphazard way it
would have meant an increase of
many million dollars in the Income of
New Mexico people. If the young men
and young women were taught the
proper way to take care of a garden
and the best methods to raise crops
adapted to the arid West, the area
under cultivation would eventually be
Instead of being
greatly increased.
condemned to a lite of idleness or ill
paid drudgery, many a native son
would be led to establish a home and
a competency for himself.
There
should not be a public school in this
Territory without Its school garden
nor an Incorporated town or city without Its manual training school. In
ability to do productive work lies the
salvation of the native people as well
as of the sons and daughters of the
newcomers to the Territory.
The
chances for drones and Incompetents
are dwindling every day even in this
land of opportunities
for schemers
and idlers.
MANUAL

If the present city administration
inaugurate a policy of systematically
paving the principal streets of Santa
Fe, the New Mexican will apologize
for all the strictures It has made
against the mayor and the city council. That one act of progress will cover all of the past Iniquities, shortcomings and omissions and blot them
from memory, just as the building of
two new school houses has given the
present board of education an enviable place In local history. However,
the latter, may be still more fortified
If the board keeps Its promise to
give
every ward a new school house.

WILL

cent Immigration from Southeastern
Europe, are among the subjects
which naturally will call for much attention from the new organization;
but the distribution of the new elements to the localities where they
will be most useful Is a very Interesting and valuable branch of its labors. At the meeting held In New
York recently, the only representative of the country west of the Missouri, was Hon. L. B. Prince and he
succeeded In having the plan of organization changed so as to give to
the West more influence, and gave an
account of the great Increase in the
area available for future homes
caused by the reclamation and irrigation policy of the government, which
surprised a good many present, who
seemed to think there was no country west of the Mississippi. In the
permanent organization, Hon. Franklin McVeigh, of Chicago, was made
President of the Department, with
of whom
six Vice Presidents-at-large- ,
Governor Prince 1" one. The latter
can be depended upon to see to It that
the interests of the Great West, and
especially of New Mexico wiir be duly
recognized in the work of the

Havoc Wrought by Madman.
Michael Papl, a lieutenant
In the
Italian army, suddenly went mad the
other day In a village near Foggia.

After having beaten his mother and
sister, injuring them very badly, he
rushed out of the house, hitting with
his stick everybody whom h.e met.
Finally he reached an open field where
he tore off his clothes and then returned into town and appeared In the
church of the Capuchin monks while
mass was being celebrated. The congregation fled, but an old woman was
killed by the madman and 16 children were seriously wounded. Papl
was finally arrested and removed to
the local hospital.

The Falling Leaves.
Leaves do not fall from the tree because they are "dead" which we may
take as equivalent to saying because
they are no longer receiving the constituents of their being from the sap
IT MAKES
NO DIFFERENCE
and from the air but as a conseWHICH WAV.
The man who wrote the following quence of a process of growth which
at the junction of the
wail for "Life" needs the tonic of New develops Just
with the more permanent
Mexico sunshine and a week off to atof the tree certain
cornlike
tend the New Mexico Legislative ses- portion
cells which have very little adhesion,
sions. He says:
so that the leaf is very liable to be
"A man's life is full of crosses and
broken away by Influences of wind
temptations.
and changes of temperature and of
"He comes into this world without moisture.
his consent, and goes out against his
will, and the trip between the two is
Hint to Brides.
exceedingly rocky. The rule of the
When a bride's home Is completely"
contraries is one of the important fea- fitted up for her by her parents, she
tures of the trip.
frequently succumbs to the tempta"When he Is little, the big girls kiss tion of entertaining more than her
him: but when he Is grown, the little strength and purse will allow. Many
a young wife has broken down physgirls kiss him.
"If he Is poor he Is a bad manager; ically from that very thing. Do not
if he is rich, he is dishonest,
be thoughtless enough to waste your
"If he needs credit, he can't get it; husband's money and yours in travelif he is prosperous, everyone wants to ing, gifts and jollification, but save
up money for future needs, the educado him a favor.
Improve
"If he's in politics it's for pie; if tion of sons at college.
he's out of politics, you can't place every opportunity of broadening your
him, and he's no good for his country. nature, thus bringing into your home
"If he doesn't give to charity, he is life happiness and contentment.
a stingy cuss; if he does, it. is for
show.
Schoolboy's Pathetic Suicide.
A terrible tragedy occurred
in a
"If he Is actively religious, lie is a
hypocrite; if he takes no interest in state school at Hamburg recently. As
is the custom at the end of the term,
religion, he la a hardened sinner,
"If he shows affeclion, he is a soft the head master, before distributing
specimen; if he seems to care for no the prizes, was reading out to the assembled boys and their parents the
one, he is
names of those who had been raised
"If he dies young, there was a great
to a higher class, and those who had
future ahead of him; If he lives to an
failed. When the reports on a
old age, he has missed his calling."
boy, who had not been successful,
were read out, the lad suddenly, In
THE DANGERS OF A LARGE CITY. front of the whole school, whipped out
Those who are hankering for life in a revolver and before anyone had time
a big city and are tired of the quiet to stop him fired a bullet through his
cf towns like Santa Fe should
right temple and fell dead.
some of the cost of the gay-etin a metropolis like New York.
Paper Gas Pipes.
Last year the coroner was called upon
Gas pipes of paper are being made
to view 5.890 bodies
In New York In France.
Manila paper Is cut in
City, according to the New York strips equal to the length of the pipes
t
World.
men were killed to be made. These are then placed In
In the various underground channels
a receiver filled with melted asphalt
through which Manhattan seeks new and wrapped around a core of iron undirect connections with Long Island til the desired thickness i3 reached,
anil Now Jersey. Of the coroner's
After being submitted to strong prescases 2,1 HO were deaths by violence. sure the paper is coated with sand,
Surface cars killed ninety-sevecooled, the core withdrawn, and the
poo-pithe New York Central Railroad outer pipe surface covered with a
thirty-twautomobiles twenty-four- ,
waterproof preparation. It is claimed
the subway trains seventeen, elevated that these pipes are as good as, and
trains fourteen, other vehicles 125. more economical than, metal ones.
There were 398 suicides, ninety-sevemurders by shoot ing and stabbing,
Would Seem So.
3,730 sudden deaths
from natural
"Gunner Wasn't it odd about Mrs
causes.
Flasher?
This is a frightful showing. It
Guyer What?
Gunner Why, she had four hus
should serve to lessen the tense desire for metropolitan living; but it bauds and each one's first name wat
doesn't. The very cream of the pop- William.
Guyer Great Scott! She must havf
ulation constantly drifts into the
cities, where the lure of great oppor been a regular Bill collector. Chlcagt
tunity overmasters every thought of Dally News.
dangers.
As Compared.
ADVERTISING
THE TERRITORY
"Speaking of happiness," said the
SHOULD CONTINUE.
homegrown philosopher, "a bacheloi
The four land offices in New Mexico with $50,000 isn't as happy as a poor
continue to do business at a tremend- married man with seven marriageabl
ous rate despite changeable weather daughters."
"Why not?" queried the youth.
and the sessions of the Legislature.
"Because," explained the philosophy
The immigrant has struck the Santa
mo
Fe Trail and he keeps on moving to dispenser, "the former wants
than he has, while the latter has more
the free lands of which the Territory
than he wants."
still has forty million acres despite
seven million acres of forest reserves
Komura's Days of Poverty.
and eight million acres of coal reserBaron Komura's father died deeply
vations. What is better, nothing can
check this stream, if this Territory In debt and a very large part of the
son's scanty salary had to be devoted
cpntinues to advertise its resources to
It Is said
meeting the liabilities.
as it has done heretofore. A thousand
dollars spent In advertising is sure to that on one occasion a bailiff who had
add a million or two million dollars been put into his humble house found
to the taxable assessment and from that the solitary article of furniture
owner by Japan's future ambassadoi
$30,000 to $00,000 to the annual tax
to Great Britain was a chessboard.
receipts.
Surely, there is no better
paying investment that can be made
Gloria Mundi.
by any commonwealth.
What would the Pecos Valley be to"Speak of me," quoth the novelist,
magnanimously, "as frankly as if
day if it had not been for the advertising it received? The money spent had been dead 100 years."
"If you had been dead 100 years
for printers' Ink has brought forth
fruit .so abundantly that this one ex- shouldn't be speaking of you at all,"
ample alone should be argument replied the critic, taking prompt adof the dispensation. Puck.
enough to continue advertising the vantage
Territory's resources, attractions and
A Debater.
advantags with much greater liberal"Is that friend" of yours a great de
ity than heretofore.
bater?"
"He is," answered Senator Sorghum,
The citizens of Roswell, the county
seat of Chaves County, and Carlsbad, "In the kind of an argument where
the county seat of Eddy County, seem moay talks."
to stand together against the creation
The New Mexican Bindery la turn-toof the proposed new county of Arte-si- a
out some of the most artistic
and of the proposed new county
in the Southwest.
It la the
binding
of Hagerman. They will unitedly op- men
completely equipped blnderr in
pose these propositions. Such are the Rocky Mourtaln states, south ot
the reports from the Southeast.
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
No time should be lost in the Intro- In handling land office blanks, necesduction and passage of a bill provid- sary in homestead entries and in mining for the absolute and unqualified eral applications. Prices low, especiabolishment of gambling In the Sun- ally In quantities. Circulars giving
shine Territory. This Is the time and full information furnish' n
here is the place. The
Legislative' Assembly will be entitled
Subscribe for the Daily New Mixl
to the sincere thanks of the people,
can and Ret the news.
if it will speedily enact such a law.
leaf-ste-
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Excellent Salad Dressing.
For those who dislike the taste of
oil, the following salad dressing is
very good: Mix together one tea-- '
spoonful each of salt, sugar, and musf
tard, and
teaspoonful of
white pepper; add the
of
two eggs, and stir until thoryolks
oughly mixed and smooth. Melt two
tablespoonfulH of butter In half a
cupful of hot vinegar, and add it slowly to the eggs. Stir In gradually one
cupful of sweet milk scalded, and mix
all well together Cook in a double
boiler until thickened, but do not al.
low the dressing to boll 'or It will
curdle. Let cool, then whip In the
beaten whites of the eggs. Thin with
a little cream when ready for use.
Cover tightly, and put in the refrigerator. This is a delicious dressing for
various kinds of salad.

For the Hall or Den.
In dark oak
furniture
adorns many halls better than mahogany. If the hall is large, mission
chairs may be accompanied with a
table and tabouret. A settle of the
same with a detached mirror having
hooks for hats and coats is newer
than the
and seat combined.
An entrance hall may also contain
an odd chair, which may be a family
heirloom.
A Chinese
chair, which
Is of willow, Is a favorite in the den
or studio. For comfort the chair
should have loose cushions at the
back and on the seat. These should
be covered in material of Oriental
design.
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Rare Antiquarian Find.
An unusual type of Roman villa has
been unearthed on the site of the ancient Roman encampment In Britain
at Caerwent. The remains have been
found to be in an excellent state of
A departure from the
preservation.
conventional practice of the Romans
In the designs of their residences, as
revealed by previous excavations in
that country, is the provision of extra
rooms abutting on the four sides of
the courtyard. In the basements two
completely perfect heating devices or
hypocausts were found, together with
the peculiar blue tiles utilized by the
owners for conducting the heat from
the stove in the basement and radiating it through the upper rooms of the
dwelling. In the basement some exquisite specimens of Roman
were unearthed.
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Useful Cement.
An efficient cement for mending
china can be made at home with very
little trouble. A paste is made of
powdered quicklime, the white of an
egg, and the whey of milk and vinegar
In equal parts, and the mixture must
be beaten well and warmed, not heated. The broken edges of the china
must also be exposed to heat before
the cement Is applied. A very thin
coating Is sufficient, and the joint
should be held firmly In place until
the cement has dried, when It will
prove a most durable solution.
Struck Trouble at Once.
Scarcely had the Russian Immigrant
set his foot on the soil of the New
World when sounds of a dive conflict
assailed hi ears.
"What is it?" he asked. "Has a rev
olutton broken loose here, too?"
answered
his former
"Worse,"
neighbor and compatriot, who had met
him at the steamer
dock, as with
blanched lips he hurried him to a
place of safety. "It's a gang of rooters for the Giants mobbing an umpire!" Chicago Tribune.
One Train a Day.
Within a few miles of the greatest
industrial center of the Midlands,
England, there is a small railway linking together two trunk lines, on
which only one train isrun a day,
and occasionally without any passenThe service Is a paper or
gers!
"dummy" one, continued simply In order that the running powers of the
Midland company may not be forfeited through
To Keep Clothes White.
In putting away white clothes from
one Beason to another, to keep them
from yellowing, take a bag made of
an old sheet, wash clean, dip In
strong blueing water and dry.
It
should be very blue. Then put clean
clothes in bag loosely and hang In a
dark closet. Clothes will keep white
for years by this method.

China Cement.
Into a thick solution of gum arable
stir plaster of paris until the mixture
assumes the consistency of cream. Apply the mixture with a brush to the
broken edges of the china and join
together. In three days the article
cannot be broken In the same place.
The whiteness ot the cement adds to
its value.
The Duet.
Tippler (at club) Doesn't the still
small voice reproach you when you
tell your wife a He about being at the

office?

Rounder Yes, but it's a choice between the still, small voice and a loud,
big one. Boston Transcript.
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American and European Plan. Commodious "ample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a rwldOne. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Presd the Button we do the rest.

CoronatJa Hotel and Cafe
the Bent Itestaernr ts in the f cuthvi cfit.

One of
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OPEN DAY and NIGHT
REGULAR MEALS 35c

FIRST CLASS
A

SHORT
LA CARTE..

MEAL TICKET,

ORDERS-SERV-
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Meals $5.
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All Kinds of Spanish Dishes Prepared by New Cook From El Paso.

Best Rooms in City; 50 Cents and Up.
1

respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
south side plaza.

my restaurant,

G. L.UPE

HERHERA, Prop.

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
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Temporary Color Blindness.
Firemen and engineers are rendered
temporarily
by looking
The Legislative Manual tor 1905 oi
Into their hot fires. To them then all
lights appear white, and, accord ng to Blue Book for New Mexico, histories
experts, many railway accidents are and official compendium ot value U
c
accounted for by this fact.
eveiy business man and officer and
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages
Price $1.50. Address the New Mex
Like Cooking a Rabbit.
"How would you paint an angel?" (can Printing Company, Santa Fe.
asked the lady of the artist.
The New Mexican can do printing
"Madam," replied the artist, "I would
first catch the angel." Houston Post.
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
rork we turn out. Try our work once
Don't forget our large and complete and you will certainly come again. We
out
bindery and Job department All work have all the facilities for turning
handled promptly and In the moat
every class ot work, Including one ol
manner. One trial makes you 'he best binderies in the weat

:

SANTA FE, N. M

color-blin-

permanent
The public
tiou of the
out by the

patron.
la showing its apprecla
attractive circulars sen.
New Mexican Printing
Company, In regard to rubber stamps
Subscribe for the Dally New
can and get Uie new.

Mexi-

'

New Mexican advertisers

get trade.

Subscribe tor the Daily New
and get the news.

The New Mexican Printing Company
uas on hand a large supply of pads
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at Ave cents In book form,
but will give a discount on quantities.
If you want anything on earth
a New Me ilea "ad."

try
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VAUGHN,
JOHN
RUFUS J. PALEN, PrMld.nt.
tEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President ALFRED H. iRODHEAD,
AsslsUnt Cashier.

Surplus and UwM"' 'ed PreSto

Capita! ,1M,Mt

BIJtt.

Loins
In all its branches.
genera! banking business
terms on all klnda of personal and col.
monsy on the moat favorabla
for
taral aeeurlty. Buya and sells bonds and atocka In all markets
and
Ita customers. Buys and sella domestlo and foraln exchange
clvlllied
of
to all parte
thi
makes telegraphic transfers ofmonoy
world on ae liberal terme aa are ulven by any

Transactt

money-transmlttl-

Intereet a'lowed on time

depoalts at the

public or private.
on a elx month' or year's term.
rate of Ihrec per cent per annum,
of live etock and producte.
I Iberal advances made on ooneianmente

egne,

of Its patrons In the banking line, and
The bank executes all orders
Ir. all respects, ae le eon- alms to extend to them as liberal triatmen.
De- and the principles of sound banking, Safety
with

i.t,nt
,,3lt boxe.

safety

'

Melted.

r

so- -

The patronage of the public le reepsctfully

for rei.t

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
BOSWKLL,

SBW MKI1CO.

SCHOOL OF NJBW MEXICO

THjfJ MILITARY

Offerings from the Range Small
ter Prices Predicted Lamb
Sales Medium.

tjetabllshed and Supported by the Territory.

Bet-

'

Special to The New Mexican.
Kansas City Stock Yards, Jan. 21.
The cattle run at all the marketa is
small today, supply here 10,002 head,
and prices are 5 to 15 cents higher
all around. Last week closed dull on
all kinds, heavy supplies of fed cattle
first of the week enabling killer buyers to fill up pretty full, and storms
late In the week keeping country buyers at home. Today's run was below
the expectations of packer buyers,
which excited keen competition among
them, while the bright sunshine and
the satisfactory way fat cattle are now
selling stimulates country demand today, and the loss of last week Is being
recovered. Offerings from the range
are small now, confined to a few stook-erat $3.75 to $.450, and panhandle
jjj
cows at $160 to $3.15
The feature
g in the offerings from the range coun
try today Is a shipment of twenty cars
of Idaho hay fed cattle, bulk of which
weighed 1,273 pounds and sold at
75.00, about three loads of light steers
selling at $4.00 to $4.25. Corn fed
steers sold up to $6.40 today, with nu
merous sales at $5.70 to $6.30, bulk of
sales $4.90 to $5.75. The moderate
supply of fed cattle at all the markets
'f. today Indicates that future
receipts of
tnis class may not be as heavy as has
V, been counted on, In which event bet
ter prices may be expected, as the de
mand from killers is first class.
The supply of sheep and lambs was
38,000 head last week, and the market
closed the week about steady on all
kinds, as compared with close of pre
vious week, ewes and wethers possibly
a shade higher. The supply today Is
;only 3,000 head, market strong to 10
higher. Some of the Standard Meat
Company's stuff sold to arrive today,
tne wetners at $5.75, and ewes at
$5.25, considered a strong price as
compared with Eastern markets. The
top on lambs recently
$7.50. and
best yearlings recived lately sold at
ifb.&o, although neither
price represents the limit of the market. The
light weight,
lambs are not
killing out as good as It had been
.hoped they would, although averag--I
lug rather better than last year. Light
weight lambs, below 70 pouiuls, bring
$7.00 to $7.20, while those from 70 to
77 pounds
bring up to $7.50. The mar-- j
ket on lambs at 80 pounds or better
has not been tested recently. From
this time forward for about a month
'he market was weakest last winter,
but this Is likely to be reversed this
season, account of the short number
available for this market

i

EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,

all graduates of Standard Eanorn
Now buildings, .all furnishings and equipments modoru and com,
eloctrlc-llgluedall conveniences,
baths, water-workplete; steam-heate-

Coliegas.

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,

$250

per wsslon.

;

Session li

hree Inrms of thirteen weeks each.
watered.

j

noted health retort, 5,700 teot above sea level; well
Sunshine svery day from Sopteniber to June.

ROSWELL
REGENTS

Is

&

Nathan

W.

Jaffa,

ill

Flulay and K. A. Cahoon
For particular, address
!

Reed,

W. M. Atkinson,

W.

A.

COL J, W. WILlSCfl, Supt.

LOTS OF OATS
SOWN NEAR ARTESIA

OJO

CALIEflTE

f0T

1,800 Acres Planted With 750 More in
Prospect Yield Promises to
Reach 117,300 Bushels.
Artesia, N. M Jan. 24. In order to

SPRIJVGS.

form an approximate estimate of the
number of sacks It will be necessary
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficacy of these wat to
purchase In order to handle their
located in the midst of the Ancient ers has been thoroughly tested by
portion of the export trade, the Joyce- Cliff Dweller.!), twenty-fivwest
miles
the miraculous cures attested u In the rruit
people here have collected data
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu- in
to the amount of oats sown
regard
a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism," Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlghfa in
territory
depending on each town In
Station, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and which they are
doing business
Grande Railway, from which point a Mercurial Affections, ?; i ifula, Catarrh,
With reference to Artesia and the
line
of
stages runs to the springs. l.a Grippe, all Femal i mplalnts, etc country Ivlne between nnvtm,
daily
i,i
The temperature of these waters Is etc. Board, lodging r,d bathing $2.50 Lake Arthur which will
normally mar- DO
from
to 122 degrees. The gases are
ou
u,,, flu ye,
per, net its crop 'here, they found a total
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate month. Stage meets Denver trains
of i,soo acres of fall oats
and
the
and
waits for Santa Fe train upon re- - planted. In addition to this already
very dry
year
delightful
land
round. There Is now a commodious
This resort Is attractive at all ers are
preparing to plant at least 750
hotel for the convenience of Invalids, seasons and Is open all winter. Fas- - acres more
making a total of 2 250
and tourists. People suffering with nvusDis
kju Laut'uie can leuve acres.
consumption, cancer, and other con- Sputa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach OJo
The
tagious diseases, are cot accepted. Caliente at 4 p. m. the same day. acre average production of oats per
here last year was 46 bushels.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Some small fields yielded as high
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being OJo Caliente, $7 40. For further
as seventy bushels per acre, but averthe richest, alkaline Hot Springs In
address
age, for this portion of the valley is
given above.
Assuming that the average produc
tion will be the same this year, the
oat crop within the territory named
will amount to 117,300 bushels.
OJo Caliente. Taos County, N .JH
People say that conditions are much
more favorable here this year than
last, as far as oat prospects are concerned, owing to the uunsual amount
of moisture that has fallen.
As a result of this investigation,
t
the
Company ordered a
whole car load of grain bags for ArJ. BERARDINELLI & CO., Proprietors.
tesia for the coming year for the oat
261 San Francieco St.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
alone. This is twice as many as
crop
the
of
finest
wines
and
cordials
Only
served to customers
Imported
It was deemed necessary to order last
the best of whiskies and brandies, do mestlc jnd Imported, a specialty. Suyear to handle both corn and oat
perior brands of cigars.
crops.
e

Bar-anc-

'

own-ques- t.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

MANUFACTURED OP

D8AXER IN

tyxican Filigree

Watches, Clods. Jewelry

JBWELip

and Hand Faifited China.

Knpnlr nf Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Uugi Jand
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and ReUll.
West Side Plaia, Santa Fe", N. M.

In-

Willard la located In the southern part of the wonderful Estancia Valley at the Junction of the new main line of the A., T. and S. F., and the Santa Fe
Central, with a prospective line to El Paso surveyed part way. It has fine water In abundance and It Is the only point on the entire new line where
there ia good water and plenty of it. The A., T. and S. F. Company own a body of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
concrete depot building, the largest pumping station In the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island croesing, sixty miles
are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't come off. It is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance County,
and its railroads make it easily accessible to all parts of the country. It Is a natural gateway, it has a live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
TOGETHER. It has Push, It has promise, it has excellent business openings. It Is worth your while to Investigate. If you are a live one, Willard
wants you. The townslte Is owned by
east-Lot-

Willard Town

s

and Imorovement Qo.

JOHN BECKER, Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
WM. M. BERGER, Secretary,
Call on or address
WILBUR A. DUN LAW, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
JOHN W. CORBETT,
Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
CARL A. DALIES, OR WM. TAYLOR, WILLARD.
By reason of Homeeeekere ticketi reading to other points the country around Willard has beet, .omewhat overlooked and vacant ...J
remains
yet

open to homestead entry comparatively close In.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palace.
B. Bouldcn, St. Louis; Mr. and
Mrs. C. L. Allen, Miss Sophie Allen,
Trenton, New Jersey; A. B. McGaffey,
C.

HERE AT HOME.
Santa Fe Citizens Gladly Testify and
Kidney Pills.
It Is testimony like the folloyiug
that has placed Doan's Kidney Pills
so far above competitors. When people right here at heme raise their
voice In praise there Is no room left
for doubt. Read the public statement
of a Santa e citizen:
Manuel Montoya, of Canon St says:
"Eight months ago and for a year ami
a half previous to that my buck aelu:d
continuously, If there was any time
when a change was notlceabl. it was
during wet and rainy spells, wlmu
possibly the aching increased. Doun's
Kidney Pills procured at Iieluud's
Pharmacy effectually stopped the ach
ing and what to me is conslderabl
more important and value, during th
last eight months there has not been
a sign of a recurrence."
For sale by all dealers, Price
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

Albuquerque; William Gregg, Estancia; C. C. Bateman, Fort Bayard; T.
M. DuBols, W. J. McAdams, Corona;
J. Leahy, Raton; Ch. Guggenheim, Chicago; J. S. Garcia, Estancia; C. W.
Moss, Clinton, Kentucky.
Claire.
H. Van Sickle, O. D. Close, Kansas
City; N. A. Spence, Chicago; C. E
Jones, Denver; M. L. Kelley, Hillsboro; C. M. Atwood, Denver; W. S.
Hopewell, Albuquersue;
Adolph
Louisville,
Kentucky ;
E. E. Dixon, Raton; Malaquias Mar
tlnez, Taos; W. A. Beach, New Al
bany, Indiana.
Normandie.
C. B. Howell, Estancia; A. B. McFlorencio Es- Donald, Pinos Wells;
quibel, Rivera; Thomas Hatfield, W.
C. Hamilton, A, R. Jester, W. C. Mark-ley- ,
Moriarty; M. P. Evans, Luther
The Price of Peace.
Hilyard, Robert E.. Robinson, F, M.
The
terrible
itching and smarting,
Ma.
Jesus
Ganch, Severy, Kansas;
incident to certain skin diseases,
Valdez, Torrance; Lorenzo Zamoru,
almost, instantly allayed by applying
Antonio A. Zamora, Wllliard; Y.
Chamberlain's Salve. Price 25 cents
San Francisco.
For sale by all Druggists.
Coronado,
L.
Alejandro Marea, Ocote, F.
Barke,
Subscribe for the Daily New Mexl
H. Belmont, Antelope Springs; Samuel Raines, Raton; M. C. de Baca, can and gjt the news.
Conant; J. V. Gallegos, Tucumcarl; I,
FOR THAT TIRED FEELING.
Kolbm, Estancia.
Men whose work keeps them largely
Indoors; men whose vital forces are
BODY OF BLIZZARD
consumed by the tremendous strain
VICTIM AT LAST FOUND. entailed
by constant mental applica
Roswell, N. M., Jan. 24. J. B. Fin-le- tion to business details, will find Dr,
came to this city yesterday and re- Lauritzen'a Malt Tonic the most deli
ported that he found the remains of a clous and invigorating of tonics.
Mexican in Bob Corn's pasture fifteen
H. S. K AUNTS ft CO.
miles northwest of Roswell, Sunday.
Phone 26
He conveyed the news to the proper CITT BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 18
authorities and they sent after the
body. The coyotes had eaten the flesh
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
from the face of the dead man and
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
decomposition had set in. It was been repainted, and
refurnished, and
found to be the body of Mr. Corn's is now one of
the best in the Terri
sheep herder, who disappeared during tory. They handle
everything in the
the severe snow storm of last
eating line from both eastern and
western markets. A call will convince
you that they know the business.
The New Mexican Printing Company
is prepared to do the best of brief
Notice for Publication.
onable rates. Lawyers whodesire to Department of the Interior,
have their briefs printed rapidly and
Land Office at Santa Pe, N. M.
correctly aai to present them to tbe
January 12, 190i
Supreme Court now in session here
Notice is hereby given that Tomas
on time, should call on the New Mex
Vianueva of Gaiisteo, New Mexico,
lean Printing Company and leave their has tiled notice of
his Intention to
orders.
make final Ave year proof in support
oi nis claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 6476 made January 5, 1900, for
How's This?
Section 10, Townshln 13
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for tne se
any cnie of Catarrh that oaunot be ourod by N., Range 9 E., and that said
proof
nail uatarrn (Jure
F.J. CHKNKY A CO., Toledo, O. win he made before the Register and
We. tha underilvDed. have known F. J. Receiver, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico,
Cheney for the lmt IS yean, and believe him on
r enruary 21, 1907.
perfectly honorable In all biitlneia trantao-tlon- a
and financially able to carry out any
He names the following witnesses
ODUgauons maae Dy inn nrui.
to prove his continuous residence
WiLDlNH. KlN.N N A MhVlM,
Whnlmtle DrnurtMi. Toledo. O.
and cultivation of, the land, viz
Hall'i Catarrh Cure li taken Internally, upon,
Jose Alires, Marcos Anaya. Juan
acting- directly npon the blood and mucous
urfacea of the lyitem. Tntlmoulals tent Vianueva, Juan
Ortega, all of Oalis- li ceuu per bottle. Sold by all
free,
teo, New Mexico.
Druntlita.
Take Hall'i Family Pllli for couitlpatlon
MANUEL R. OTERO,
F08ter-Milbur-

PROFESSIONAL

,

HIRAM T. BROWN,
ENGINEER AND 8URVEYOR.
C. S. Mineral Surveyor
New Mexlee
Saata Fs,

CARDS

CIVIL

ATTORN

MAX. FROST.

Js

SanU

,v

NOTARY

Attorney at law.

PUBLICS.

New Mexico.
JOHN

K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexican
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico

H. B. HOLT,
'

Attorneyat-LaW-

New Mexico.
Las Cru.:es,
Practices in the district courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.

ROMAN L. BACA,
Real Estate and Mines.

RICHARD

Phone

H. HANNA.
Attorney at Law.
Office, UrlUki

REAL ESTATE AND MINES.

Spanish Translator, Notary Public

Office Griffin building, Washington
Bli Avenue, Santa Fe,
N. M.

n

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

O. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Olilc, Laughlin Bit, Santa Fe, N. M.

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge
F. ft A. M. Reru
lar communication iirt
Monday of eash month
at Masonic Hall at 7: JO

A

'

1, A.

Ish-lak-

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney at law.
New Mexico.
Bauta Fe,
Palace Ave.
Office, Sena Blk.

Santa Fe Chapter, No,
R. A. M. Regulti
convocation 2nd Monday of each month rt
Masonlo
HaU at 7: It

CHAS.

A. LAW,
Law.
Attorney-a- t
D. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
New Mexico.
Clayton,

1,

i- - m.

8. SPITZ, H. P.
WILLIAM

H. K

LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Uclted
States
District
Attornty.

A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at law.
District Attoraey, Luna County.
Dewing 4 . . . New Mexico.

J.

it

Bonham.

aL C.

Wade

BONHAM A WADE,

Attorneys at Lij.
Practice In the Supreme and Die
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney at law.
Practices !n the District and 8u
preme Courts, prompt and earefal at
.entlon given to all business.
New Mexico.
Santa 'e

ARTHUR

S BLI G MAN, Becy.

Santa Fe Coinmandery No.
Regular conclave
fourth Monday in eacu
month at Masonic Hall at
W. H. GRIFFIN, 1. C.
, :S0 p. m.
W. H. KENNHDY, Recorder.
1, K. T.

1

Joyce-iPrul-

i

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14 th
degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each montli
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonlo Hail, south side of
Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLET, S3.
Venerable Master.
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Bee.
I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco streat.
Vlsltlnt brothers welcome.
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, X. G.
DAVID L. MILLER,
KNIGHTS

Secy.

OF PYTHIAS.

A. B. RENEHAN,

-

ran

p. m.
H. F. STBPHEN3, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
SanU Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knlghls c:
trict Court. Mining and Land Law Pythias. Regular meeting every first
Specialty. Rooms I Sen Btdg., and third Tuesday evenings at I
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
o'clock. Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco streec,
Visiting Knights given a eordla) and
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. C.
(Late Surveyor General.)
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
Attorney at law.
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.
New Mexico.
SanU Fe and Mining Business a Specialty

Register.
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
CAN 8ELL
has prepared civil and criminal dock-et- a
Your Real Estate or Business
No Matter Where Located
especially for the use at Justice
of the peace. They are especiaL'y Properties and Business of all kinds
ruled, with printed headings, in eithe sold quickly for cash in all parts of the
Spanish or English, made of good rec- United St tes. Don't wait. Writ;; toord paper, strongly and durably bound day describing what you have to sell
B. P. O. E.
with leather back and covers and can- and give cash price on same.
YO
IF
WANT
TO
BUY
full
index
ia
front and
vas, sides, hare
FRANK W. CLANCY,
SanU Fe Lodte, No. 460, B. P. O. I..
the lees of justices of the peace and any kind of Business or Real Estate
holds Us regular session on the secon'
Attorney at law.
at
me
write
any price,
your
constables printed in full on the first anywhere,
I can save you time District Attorney for Second Judicial and fourth Wednesdays of each nionU,
page. The pages are 10x6 inches. requirements.
District
MARICOPA INDIANS
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
These books are made up 'n civil and and money.
Practices 1 the District Court an come.
DAVID P. TAFF,
NORMAN L. KING- I. K.
ARE PROSPEROUS! criminal dockets, separate of 82
the 8upreme Court of the Territory;
A. J. FI8CHER, Secy.
THE LAND MAN.
oages each, or with both civil and
also before the United States Suprem
415 Kansas Avenue,
Their Village Near Phoenix, a Busy criminal bound In one book, 80 pages TOPEKA,
KANSAS. Court in Washington.
FRATERNAL UNION.
In
criminal.
civil
320
To
and
page
Place Over a Thousand Acres
New Mexico.
Fe Lodge, No. 269, Fraternal
Albuquerque,
troduce them they, ire offered at the
Under Cultivation.
Union of America. Regular meetings
(Homestead Entry No, 6737.)
low
24.
following
prices:
Jan.
E,
Phoenix, Ariz.,
George
first and third Mondays in each month
Notice for Publication.
$2.76
Brown, superintendent of irrigation Civil or criminal
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hal!,
of the Interior, Land OfDepartment
Combined
civil
criminal....
and
$4.00
for the Maricopa and Pima Indians,
OSTEOPATHY,
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
San Francisco strert. Visiting
ratFor 45 ents additional for a single
who is spending a few days in the
ers welcome.
Jan. 2, 1907.
cents
additional
for
or
a
65
docket,
from
In
reservation
of
the
these
city
MAGGIE G. MONTOYA,
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Fraternal
docket, they will be sent
dians twelve miles southwest of here
DR. CHARLES A. WHEKLON,
Master.
Montoya of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
Is authority for the statement that by mail or prepaid express. Cash In has filed
10NITO ALARID, Secy.
notice of his intention to
, Osteopath.
the Indians are in a more prosperous full must accompany order. State make final five
No. 10S Palace Ave.
CREGOntO RAEL, Treas.
in support
year
proof
condition this year and have finer plainly whether English or Spanish of his claim, viz. Homestead
Entry Successfully treats acute and chronle
prospects for good crops than ever be printed .heading is wanted. Address No. 6737 made December 21, 1901, for diseases without drugs or medlclaes-NNEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
fore. He says that about 1,350 acres the New Mexican Printing Company. the 8W
NW
NE
SE
Herewith are some bargains offered
charge for Consultation.
Xew Mexican Wants bring results.
are planted in grains and other crops
SE
SW
and NW1-LHuurs:
Phone lit by the New Mexican Printing Com
m., I I p. m.
at the Maricopa village and for the
section 6, township 20 N range 3 E.,
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
last two weeks foe has had
b Baa jUa
pttB ipjo vioqs u j)joai and that said proof will be made be
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Indians at work cleaning and repair ep?.rj lef sjpsiiwapb uboixsjk Max
fore register and receiver, at Santa
bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
the
ditch
heads
which
ing
Maricopa
Fe, New Mexico, on February 13, 1907.
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
MINING ENGINEERS.
The New Mexican Printing Cumpany
in the Salt River about five miles
He names the following witnesses
$6; the two for $10; AdaptPleadings,
is
above the reservation. Among other
prepared to do the best of brief to prove his continuous residence
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
talngs there has been installed a new work in short order and at very reas upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
in the
ditch 6Cxl2 feet onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to Elias Valdez, Esquibula Jlron, Manuel
headgate
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
T.
CONY
which is a much larger and better one have their briefs printed rapidly and T.
BROWN,
Roybal, Antonio A. Romero, all of
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
than they have ever had before and correctly and to present them to the
Mining
Engineer.
Pojoaque, New Mexico.
Is constructed to operate by chains. Supreme Court now in session here
and Treasurer New Mexico Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.60;
tacreUi-MANUEL R. OTERO
Sheriff's
Pocket
Flexible
Cover
of
Scheel
It is designed somewhat to keep the on time, should call on the New MexMines,
Register.
or
two
single, $1.25;
New Mexico, Docket,
sand out of, the ditch as well as to ican Printing Company and leave theu
tccerre,
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Suoraers.
regulate the flow of water.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
preme Court Reports, Nos 3 to 10, inConnection made with Automobile
clusive, delivered at publisher's price,
EL PASOAN KILLED
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
IN WRECK IN MEXICO
CIVIL ENQ'RS AND 4URVCY0R.
RosAutomobile leaves Torrance
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
VfiiKiU
UiOD IQ KUQW
Ullf
II
El Paso, Texas, Jan.
4
womttTlnl
th
well
out
a.
m.
arrives
at
at
and
in.
Roswell
60c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
MARVEL WhirlingSpray
persons were killed and a number inat 12 noon. Automobile leaves Rosfull sheep, $6.60, delivered;
Reports,
ALU iiSYf
iitfi"."
head-oin
a
rjrjusc
collision
lli'Af
jured recently
oil wmvenwell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
full list school blanks.
It
between freight trains on the Mexican
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare bef.tly.
CORBET ft SMYTHE.
Central Railway at Aguas Caliente",
tween SanU Fe and Torrance is $6.66
Civil, Mining and Hydraulle
SHORT ORDER MEAL3.
e owi t fcu; i'!y N
Mexico.
One of the killed was A. E.
and between Torrance and Roswell
...
nrt
i'
The best short order meals are now
i i
Engineers.
Walker of El Paso, engineer of one of
n
$10. Reserve seat
automobile by Assaying and General Contracting.
nif.i. It frivol
f
i
being served at the Bon Ton Restau
the trains. Further particulars are
Wire.
J. W. STOCK ARD,
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
rant. Tbe best cooks, and waiters are
unobtainable.
"
Line. East side Plaza... ..Bants Fe, N. M employed at this place.
Manager AutomoM!
lf

Kentucky Saloon.
H. C. Yontz

a
Willard WillTHE
pake
fowp
GATEWAY
"WILLARD,

a

pea-fe-
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SAXTA FE. K. M.
25c por 60,
l.lbros Certiflcados de Bonos, $1.
Llbros de Keclbos Supervisors de
Camlnos, 2Go.
General Blanks.
Bond to' Deed,
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
sheet.
Certificate of Marmge, 75c per Do-

PERSONAL MENTION
H
V.

Deputy Sheriff
Torrance County-arriv- ed
lust evening from Corona.
C. K. Jones of Denver, the candy
drummer, culled on customers jester-daand today In Santa Fe.
lion. Trinidad Romero of Eslancla,
former delegate to Congress from New
Mexico, Is spending a few days In the
Capital.
,
Pedro Sanchez of Estancla, a
is In the city undergoing surgical treatment, and Is a patient of Dr.
J. M. Diaz.
Jose Ortiz y Pino of Gallsteo, was In
the city yesterday nnd last night was
Initiated as a member of the local
lodge of Elks.
Samuel Raines, of Raton, who his
received an appointment among the
on) ploy eft of the Assembly, reached
the city last evening.
Mrs. John P. Fletcher and little son
Randolph of Albuquerque, are in the
city visiting the former's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Clrant Rlvenburg.
A. I). McOaffoy,
of Albuquerque,
who has an Indian Trading store In
that city and at. Thoreau was a guest
at. the Palace Hotel today.
C. T. Brown, Socorro mining engineer and expert has gone to Tucson,
Arizona on mining business. He will
bo there tomorrow and return home
Sunday.
District Attorney .1. T.eahy, of Raton,
nn
of tho Legislative Council, was among last night's arrivals in
the city. He came on legal and Legis
lative business.
J. S. Carela, deputy county clerk of
Torrance County, reached the city last
evening and spent the day here on
business. Mr. Garcia Is one of the
most competent bookkeepers
and
county clerks in New Mexico.
Martin Luther Kellcy, of Ilillsboro,
was among yesterday's arrivals "in the
city, Mr. Kelley will hold down a position among the Legislative employes.
He held a Blmilar position two years
ago and gave satisfaction.
Mrs. Charles S. Peterson, of East
Las Vegas, arrived last night In the
Capital. Sho caino to join her husband here and will remain for severMr. Peterson is circulation
al days.
manager of the Las Vegas Opllc anil
Is acting as special correspondent for
t'lie Meadow
Clly newspaper during
ho session of the legislature.
C. VV. SI. Jacques, of New Orleans,
Louisiana, left last night for his
home, accompanying the body of the
la to Frank V. Proffer, who died yesterday at 'Nagol's Ranch. Mr.
was a cousin of the deceased
young man and had been at Mr.
PI'oll'or's bedside for the past week,
Rev. 12. McQueen Gray, of Carlsbad,
general missionary of tho Carlsbad
District of tho Rplscopal Church, and
who It Is rumored has been called to
the church at Albuquerque, Is In the
Capital and the guest of Governor
Hagernian. Ho will preach at the
Church of tho Holy Faith at tho 11
o'clock services next Sunday.
Mrs. E. 13. Dixon, of Raton, reached
the city last evening and will be employed as a stenographer In the House
of Representatives.
She was formerly
Miss Mary Wiliey and a resident of
this city. She is a very competent
ami reliable stenographer and was employed for a while in the offlco of the
Ilureau or Immigration as stenographer and gave satisfaction.
Rev. Samuel Blair, I). I)., of El
Paso, superintendent
of Methodist
English .Missions, for New Mexico, arrived In the clly today and will deliver a sermon this evening at St.
John's Methodist Episcopal Church.
From here he will go to Estancla
where he will meet Rev. A. W. Pratt
formerly of Hydro, Oklahoma, who
has been appointed as pastor of the
Methodist Church there.
General Manager W. S. Hopewell,
of the New Mexico Fuel and Iron
Company has gone to New York where
o will bo a week or longer on impor
tant business connected with his comnd also wPh tho Albuquerque
pany
Eastern Railway. It is understood
hat negotiations are In progress look
ing to the speedy completion of this
railroad and to bring development
work on the Hagan coal fields.
Robert E. Robinson, M. Percy
Evans, Luther Hllyard and F. M. Gar
ten, a quartet of homeseekers from
Severy, Kansas, were arrivals last
evening in Santa Fe. They came to
this city for the purpose of filing on
homestead claims In the Estancla Valley. They have spent nbout two weeks
looking over the country, and will go
hack prior to returning to their homes
In Kansas.
They expect to locale In
the valley In the spring.
Mrs. W. A. Bcaoli arrived In the
clly last night from fNew Albany, Indiana, en route to the Pueblo of Nam-be- ,
where sihe has taken a position
as housekeeper at the Indian day
school. She was met here by her sister, Miss Winifred L. Barlow, who Is
employed as teacher .In the school ail
Nambe.
Mrs. Beach expects to remain in New Mexico for some Hme
and may decide to make her home
Her
permanently In tho Territory,
husband Is a prominent merchant at
Mew Albany and they have a son at
the West iPoint Military Academy.
Mrs. Beach and Miss Barlow left, this
afternoon for Nambe,

Our

Announcement

sheep-raiser-

AND TRY OUR
WE WANT YOU TO COME
GOODS THIS SEASON, AND WE KNOW THAT
WE CAN PLEASE YOU AND SAVE YOU MONEY.
OUR DEVELOPMENT.
FROM A SMALL LOCAL NURSERY TO ONE OF
THE LARGEST MAIL ORDER HOUSES IN THE
CITY, PROVES THAT OUR GOODS AND PRICES
ARE RIGHT.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
CONTODAY'S ANNOUNCEMENT POSSESSES
SIDERABLE INTERESTTOTHE SHOPPERS. THE
PAST SEASON HAS LEFT US WITH A NUMBER
OF BROKEN LINES IN EVERY DEPARTMENT,
WHICH IT IS TO OUR INTEREST TO CLEAR
OUT, AND YOU TO PURCHASE.
YOU ARE ALL INVITED TO COME AND INSPECT
THESE GOODS AT AS EARLY AN HOUR AS
YOU CONVENIENTLY CAN, AND WE ASSURE
YOU THE FAIREST TREATMENT AND POPULAR PRICES.
WE WISH TO SAY THAT WE WILL HANDLE
THE FINEST GOODS IN THE CITY, AND PAY
STRICT ATTENTION TO EACH AND EVERY
ONE.
MAIL ORDERS
REGARDING
NO MATTER IF YOU DO LIVE OUT IN THE
COUNTRY, YOU CAN HAVE ALL THE ADVANTAGES OF CITY RESIDENCE AND CITY SHOPYOUR
WITH
US
PING IF YOU ENTRUST
ORDERS.

NATHAN SALMON

WINTER GROCERY CO.
For

Fruits and Vegetables
of All Kinds in

Season.

f

"M. V." BUTTER
A

z

Specialty.

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

Hardware
Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and
Water Supplies

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stcck, Blacksmith
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.

THE

WOOD-DAV- IS

HARDWARE CO.
N

rl7A Can

Crxnrlern

.

C

TitAnUMA

I

A

We make a spoclatty of

RAMIN5

rEVBIOPINQ, PRINT

INO and ENLARGING. Mall Ordsra Given Promp
Attention. Send for Catalogue,
HOWLANO

& CO.

510 South Broadway
1,08 ANGELES, CAMP-

The Price of Peace.
"GOOD ROOMS."
Vou can get a good room at the
The terrible Itching and smarting,
Incident to certain skin diseases. Is Hotel Normandle at a very moderate
almost instantly allayed by applying price, either-bthe week or month.
Chnuiberlniu's Salve. Price 25 cents. You will be gainer by calling there,
Fcr sale by all druggists.
before engaging rooms elsewhere

sheet.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's
Bond and Oath,
fbeet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration In Assumpsit,
sheet.
Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet,
Satlsfacton of Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgnge,
sheet.
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property,
sheet.
WILL
Chattlo Mortgage,
sheet,
RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
Warrant to Apprlasers, full sheet.
SORliS, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
Power of Altorney,
sheet.
STII F JOINTS, NliURALOIA,
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
SCALDS, ETZ
sheet.
O. A. FrleoVl, Dallas, Tex.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
writes: "1 use Ballard's Snow
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Liniment for my family. It
Is the best Liiiiinont iiiimIh.
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
sheet.'
Clause,
It relieves burns andseukls.'
Official Bond, Road
Supervisor ,
25c, 50c andl.OO
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
ST. LOUIS. MO..
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
'
sheet.
shoet.
Warranty Deed,
Sold and Recommended by
Clnlm Deed,
shee- tQuit
FISCHER DRUG CO.
Appllcaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Now selling at and below cost osRelease of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
trich plumes, fancy wings and feathsheet.
Relinquishment,
ers all at a bargain. Felt hats al
1 2 sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
your own price. Call early and select
Homestead Application,
tho cream of the lot.
sheet.
2

INCORPORATED 1903.

c
'

ANNUAL
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
SALE
OUR GREAT MIDWINTER SALE OF
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR IS A BIG

2

BALLARD'S SNOW

LINIMENT

SAVING TO YOU ON GOODS PURCHASED NOW.

CURE

Commencing Monday, Jan. 21st.
CORSET COVERS

CHEMISE

PETTICOATS

DRAWERS

NIGHTGOWNS

WAISTS

2

2

2

For Half

a Century

Miss A. Mugler.

Affidavit,

LEGAL BLANKS.
CONFORMING TO THE LAWS
NEW MEXICO.
Tin1 New

OF

t'rln'lns

Mexican

Con

pany has the largest facilities and
most modern machinery for doing all
s
kinds of Printing and Binding in
style. Manufacturers of Loose-len- t
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book
work a specialty
Best Book Bindery
In the Southwest.
first-clas-

Mining Blanks,
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher, I -- I sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,

sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal
Declaratory Statement,

1

sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
sheot.
Desert Land Entry, 4 074c.
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit,
Final Proof of Desert Land'Entry,
sheet.
Claimant's Testimony, 4 074b
sheet.
Declaration of Application,
sheet.
Final proof,
sheet.
- Allldavlt of Witness,
sheet.
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
shoet.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a
sheet.
Entryman,
Final Homestead Troof,
full
sheet.
sheet.
Sheep Contracts,
1D0:J, English or
Spanish, pamphlet,
$2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leather, $3.50. Postago, Leather, 10c,

Non-MI-

sheet,
Mining
of No

sheet.

Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
BUI of Salo In Books of 25 Blanks,
40n per Book.
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bheet.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,

sheet.

Bill of Salo,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
..
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
dle animals Not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet,
sheet.
lalner,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet,
Commitment,
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet.
sheet.
Execution,
sheet.
Summons,
t
sheet.
Subpoena,
Probate Clerk and Reeorde
sheet.
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant,
sheet.
Spanish Blanks,
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
Auto de Prision,
pllego.
Declaraclon Jurada,
pllego.
Certlflcado de Nombramlento,
2

4

4

4

4

2

4

pllego.

Flenza Oficlal,
Fianza Oficlal

y

pliego,

Contrato de Partldo,
Fianza para Guardar

pllego.
la Pag,

2

-

LlDIES
Just received a full line of White
Evening Hits.

Plumes. Laces

Laws of New Mexico,
Complied
$9.50, postage, 45c.
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leather, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage
7c.

Notary Record, $1.25 each,
Notary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
$2.75 delivered, Desks, $3.25 delivered
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a vol
ume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, price, $3.30
each, Postage 25c.
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Postage, 45o.
J. P. Criminal Docket,
$2.75. Postago, 45c.
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, $4.00. Postage 55c.
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
Hand Made Ledger, $0.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, Full Sheep, $C50. Postage 25c.
Reiall Liquor License, 50 In Book,
e

and

Mollnes

for Reception and

MRS. LYNG.

Phone

House in

the City,

No. 36.

fcijlRLEs wagjSerI
furniture

Company.

Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass
Beds,
Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
San Franc Ibco St.

306--

'Phone

Night Call 'Phono No,

10.

1.

warn

If. S.
Phone 26.

PUIE & COMPANY
GOOD THINGS TO EAT,

WE NOW HAVE

Phone 26

FULL LINE OF

A

EASTERN CANNED GOODS
ALSO
'

NEW PANCAKE rLOUR,
.
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

e

$3.00.
Canning

License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
Notification of Change in Assessment by Assessor, 100 In Book, $3.75.
sheet.
Agreement,
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
sheet.
Application for License,
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.),
Bond
of
Appearance, (District
sheet.
Court),
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet,
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
sheet.
mons,
sheet.
Replevin Bond.
Execution Forcible Entry and
Notes, 25c per pad.
Miscellaneous.
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket
Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
ach,
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
each.
Compilation Mining Laws, 60c each.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
Deed; The City of Santa Fe, full
sheet.
Deed, The City of. Santa Fe,
sheet.
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
sheet; .
English,
Application for Marlage License,
sheet.
Spanish,
Mexico Code, postago, 17c,
postage, 17c.
Missouri rieadlng Forms, $5.00,
pstage, 17c.
Missouri Code Pleadings, $0.00. The
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New
Application for License, Retail Li
sheet.
quor License,
Application for License, Game and
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 anl
Qcneral License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
English and Spanish, 100 In Book, 75c.
Warrant,
County Superintendent's

CIosm

Sale

CUT PRICES IN

2

FURNITURE

2

Rugs, Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,

2

AND

CALL

GET

PRICES.

D. S. LOWITZKI.

4

4

4

pllego.
Juramento,

-- o-

2

pa-po-

Goods

Dry

2

14c.

with

Leading

2

sheet.
Coal Declaratory
Statement
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroborating
eral Affidavit,
sheet.
Notice of Right to Water,
Title Bond and Lease of
sheet.
Property,
Forfeiture of Publishing Out
shed.
tlce,
Affidavit of Assessment,

the

P. O. Box 219.

Winter Millinery

2

8t

X8B6.

Why suffer with

PRESIDENT ENTERTAINS
SUPREME COURT JUSTICES. pliego.
Escrltura de Renuncla,
pllego.
Documento GarantlznJo,
plego.l
Washington, Jan. 24. 'Chief Justice
Hlpoteca de Bleuea Muebles,
iFltzpatrlck, of the 'Supreme Court of
Canada, and Mrs. Fltzpatrlck, arrived pllego.
Documento Garantlzado,
extensa
In Washington last night upon the Invitation of President and Mrs. Roose- forma entera, pllego heno.
Certlflcado de Matrlmonlo, lOccada
velt for a dinner at the White House
this evenning In honor of Chief Jus- uno.
Formula de Enumeraclon,
tice Fuller nnd the associate Justices
pllego.
Contrato Entre los Dlrectores
of the United States Supreme Court.
y
Preceptores, 1,2 pllego.
Contrato de Combustible.
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
pllego.

220 San Francisco

ESTABLISHED

zen.
Official Bond,

2

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ART PICTURES AND

J. McAdams of
in tho city

JA'

THURSDAY,

2

ixcoaroaATED

i

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour

4

Patent Medicine

Ptato.

Stationery,
n4 Orocen' Sundries.

HMMTT AtTINTMN

IVM

MAN.

MIM

iiuiin.EiLi
The New Mexican Printing Com
pany has on band a large "supply ol
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, mer
chants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
aud cheaper It ordered in larger quan
titles. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
buvlng.
your money' worth when

.
M In Book, 3Cc.
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
Spanish, 50 In Book, 25c.
The New Mexican can do printing
Poll Books
for - City Election, S
equal to that done In any of the large
pages, 40c,
cities. Our solicitor; Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and yoq will certainly come again. We
(Continued on Page 6.)

have all the facilities tor turning out
every class of work, including one ot
the beat binderies In the west.
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company,
'

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates tor sale by the New Mexican
Printing Compoy.
Don't forget our targe and complete
All
bindery and " job department.
work bandied In the most
manner. One trial make you a permanent customer.

24,

HMt.

1

,

1907.

for a decree of pro confesso against
the defendant In the divorce case of
Petra Gonzales de Villareal vs, Manuel Villareal In the First Judicial
District Court for Rio Arriba County.
was
A certificate of
issued by the court.
"Rufus Rastus" Is the title of a
combination burlesque and minstrel
show which will be present some time
during the month, of February under
the auspices of Santa Fe Lodge, No.
400, Benevolent Protective Order of
Elks. . Rehearsals are now in progress
and the performance promises to make
"Lew" Dockstader, 'Billy" Primrose
and other minstrel stars sit up and
take notice.
Tonight's the night. The Colonial
ball under the auspices of Stephen
Watts Kearney Chapter, Daughters of
the American Revolution, will be held
this evening at the Palace Hotel. Capital society will doubtless be out In
force at the event, and it Is expected
that the attendance will be swelled by
the Legislators and others here on
account of the Legislative Assembly,
Tickets are $1.
Judge John R, McFle has signed
a final decree of divorce In favor of
the plaintiff in the case of Llllle S.
Millett vs. William B. Millett which
came up In ithe district court of San
Juan County. The testimony was taken 'before Miss Bernice Spohn of Aztec
as referee and examiner. Mrs. Millett
was given the custody of the two minor children, Myrettla, aged 12, and
Ida, aged 4. The divorce was granted
on the grounds of desertion and

AtJLfc ALL LINES.

Entering and Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now In Effect.
SANTA FE1 CENTRAL.
.
No 1. Southbound leaves Sauta Fe
J:20 p. ni.
No. 2. 'Northbound arrives Santa

Fe 5:40 p.m.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 42C EastbounJ
leaves Santa
Fe U a. nt.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 3:30 p. m.
ATCHISON,

TOPEKA & SANTA
Branch

Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
9:40 a. m.
,.

No. 721,
No. 723
No. 725

6:50 p. in.
11:15 p. m.

Depart from Santa Fe Station.
8:15 a. m.
No. 720
4:20 p.
No. 722
7:40 p.
No. 724..
No.' 720 connects with Numbers
and 2 east and No. 3 limited west

m.
m.
10

at

Lamy.

No. 724 conects with 'No. 1 west at
J.amy.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 8

southbound and 9 west at Lnray.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No.
stops at all' stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Laniy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. in.
Miss Aurora Romero of this city and
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No. Estfvan Basquez of Albuquerque,
10 from the south and No. 3 from the were married yesterday at Guadalupe
Ohurch. The ceremony was performeast,
ed "by Rev. Father A. Rabeyrolle in
the presence of a large number of relatives and friends. The newly wedded couple will make their home in
MINOR CITY TOPICS
the Duke City. Mr. Basquez is a cobbler by trade and conducts a shop
there. His bride was until recently
Samuel Marshall, engineer of the employed as a domestic at "The WilIs
Santa Fe Central Railway,
reported lows," the suburban home of Mr. and
as recovering nicely at. l)r. Diaz's
Mrs. A. B. Renehan,
ne uouy oi iiae iare r ranit u. nei-- I
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo fer, the young man 'whose death oc
has Issued a marriage license to Miss curred yesterday at Nagel's Ranch,
M:lla Herrera, aged 19, of San
was shipped last night to New Orand Andres Martinez, aged 21, leans, Louisiana. The body was acof Jaconlta.
companied by C. W. Sirjacques, a
Rev. Samhel Blair of El Paso, su- cousin of Mr. Pfeffer, who was called
perintendent of the New Meaico Eng- here about a week ago by the latter's
lish Missions of One Methodist Episco- critical condition. The deceased was
pal Church, will preach tonight at St. a native of New Orleans, born on NoJohn's iMethodlst Episcopal Church. vember 24, 1883. He was employed
Little Gladys Barry, daughter of Con- as a clerk In the Whitney National
ductor Richard Barry, of the Atchison, Bank at New Orleans until his health
to
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, Is In broke down and he was advised
a critical condition suffering from come to New Mexico,
Colonial ball tonight.
pneumonia, and is a patient at Dr.
Diaz's Sanitarium.
W. A. Sodeburg will open up a canJames R. Carlthors of this city and
Jose Ortiz y Pino of Galisteo were dy store on February 1st opposite
Company. Home
elected for a goat riding stunt last Cartwrlght-Davi- s
Santa made candy will be his specialty.
night, and were initiated-int- o
Fe Lodge No. 4G0, Benevolent ProteC'
t.ive Order of Elks.
When in need of anything on earth,
Attorney Benjamin M. Read of this try a New Mexican want ad. It will
city has filed a motion for default and positively bring results.
1

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

SAtfTA

TT.

Timely Suggestions.

Suits and Overcoats

There Is no part of the home, that, should receive more attention, Jn
equipping the tame, than the kftch en.
This is true, whether we employ a chef or attend to the culinary duties
personally, and much of the 'happine ss of the home depends on the ability
of the cook, for whether we are epicures or not, good cookiiit? Is Indispensable.
An
appliances, for, "That whioli tohousehold, uses
day is a luxury, tomorrow becomes a necessity," in this progressive world,
and this applies to the kitchen.
If you will allow us to show you some of these articles, we feel sure
their utility and merits will be ob vious.

Ready Made or Tailor Made.
We have

Big Line of Ovorcoat?
in Stylo and Fit.

Just Arrived

Our New Spring Samples

Now is the Time to Leave Your Measure for
One of those Nobby Suits that Ehle turns out.

Here ate a Few Suggestions,

Everything that is
for

te

Men.

ERS.

PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

'ANTI

'UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.

"TURQUOISE" ENAMELED

'LA CROIX"
KNIVES.

'ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

IMPORTED

COOK'S

DAISY"

STEAK

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD
BEAN

BOSTON

WARE.

AND

MEAS-

GCUPS.

'AETNA" RICE BOILERS.
'BLUE DIAMOND" TEA STEEPERS.

GRATERS

IMPERIAL
"LISK'S"
ROASTERS.

AND CAKE

MAKERS.
REAL

STOCK-BOILER-

'GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

POUNDERS.

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED

Santa Fe Haberdashery

RUST,".

URING

'SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

Dr. Deitnel Linen Mesa Underwear Just in.
Orders Taken tor Iadles' Underwear.

POACH-

EGG

'BUFFALO" STEAM

METAL WARE," TEA AND
COFFEE POTS.

"ROIVE
Up-to-Da-

FIVE.

PAGE
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"PENINSULAR"

POTS.

ENAMELED

RANGES.

t,

i

i

Ilde-fons-

,

ED EHLE,

Out Fvtnitvtc Department Offers

Manager.

Some Exceptional Values in
LEGAL

VK

BLANKS.

(Continued from Page 4.)
Poll Books (or Town Election, 8
pages, 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School Directors, 4, 6, and 8 pages, English and
Spanish, 20c, 30c, and 40c.
Poll Tax List, 4, fi, and 8 pages.
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
in Book, Spanish, 25c each.
Signs, Card Board.
.'
:
15c each
"For Rent"
10c each
"Board"
10c each
"For Sale"
10c each
"Lodging"
25c, each.
"For Rent or Sale"
25c each
"Board and Lodging"
50c each
"Minor's Law"
50c each
"Livery Law"
"English Marriage Laws" 60c each
"Spanish Marriage Laws".. 50c each
School Blanks,
sheet.
Oath of School Director,
Certificate o
Apportionment of
sheet.
School Funds,
District Clerk's Annual Report,
sheet.
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportion,
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet.
Contract Between Directors and
sheet.
Teachers,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
Prices.
.05
On
or
sheet each
.10
Full Sheet, each
25
Sheets, per dozen
35
Sheets, per dozen
65
Full Sheets, per dozen
1.76
Sheets, per hundred
2.50
,
Sheets, per hundred
4.00
Full Sheets, per hundred
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
price. On an order of 500 hundred
blanks, customers' business card will
be printed under filing without extra
cost.
Size of Blanks.
Inches.
Sheet, 7x8
x 14 Inches.
Sheet, 8
Full Sheet, 14x17 inches.
Cash Must Accompany All Orders-Lette- r
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tne Following Items:

WVW SVMX

V

MISSION

Santa Fe Livery Stable

MAHOGANY

THEODOHE CORRICK Proprietor.

BIRDS

MUSIC CABINETS.

EYE

MAPLE

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM

CABINETS.

Plumbing Deparment

LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE

We take pleasure in placing at the disposal of our patrons, the services
of0'iir Plumbing Department, under the management of Mr. J. Crowley,
who has had wide experience in this sphere of activity, in New York City
and Denver, and whose work we fully guarantee.
We will be pleased to submit estimates on proposed work.
--

FIR8T-CI,A8-

SERVICE

S

GOOD SADDLE HORSES

FINE RIGS

120

Jt

J

'Phone 83.

San Francisco Street.

The New Mexican Printing ComFOR THE HOLIDAYS.
pany la prepared to do the best of
The
Santa Fe Filigree and
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers who deManufacturJewelry
y
sire to have their briefs printed
and correctly and to present
ing Company.
them to the Supreme Court now In
A fine and extensive assortment of
session here on time, should call on the latest "styles of
jewelry haa Just
the New Mexican Printing Company been purchased and will be sold at
and leave their orders.
the lowest possible rate for first class
goods. Every article guaranteed as
a
to
lor
It you cannot afford
pay
genuine and as represented. The
daily paper, subscribe tor the Weekly manufacture of Mexican filigree jewNew Mexican Review and get the elry is a specialty
he finest and
cream of the week's doings. It la
best work 1c that line Is turned out
to
friends.
to
send
your
good paper
by this company at very reasonable
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladles
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered breast pins, in gold or silver, filigree
Com- work manufactured
at home and in
by the New Mexican Printing
the shops of the company by special
pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
and to suit customers In short
Territory ot New Mexico, 1897, sheep design
order and from the finest gold.
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Souvenir
Pleading forms, H: Missouri Code uel Church spoons, lnciud'jg
stamps, In great numbers
two
for
the
110;
AdaptPleadings, $6;
and at a low price. Store and factory
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws ot New
208 Don Ga3par Avenue,
Laughlin
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.26; full building.
N. MONDRAGON, Mgr.
leather, $3; OherlTs Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, 1.26; two or
more hooka, 11 each; New Mexico SuThe New Mexican Printing Company
preme Court Reports, Noa. 3 to 10, in- is
to furnish cards de visite
clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Cor- for prepared
ladies or gentlemen on short noMinComipllaitJlon
note
bill
75c;
Laws
heads,
heaas,
heaas,
poration
tice, in first class style at reasonable
envelopes, of all sizes printed and solo ing Laws, 60c; Money's Digest ot prices, either
or printed. Call
ComNew Mexican Printing
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.60; on the New engraved
by th
Meiican Printing Co
pany at low rates and In quantities to full list Bchool blanks.
suit purchaser.
The New Mexican Printing ComButchers' shipping certificates, such pany is
prepared to fill promptly and
In
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certifi- as are required by law, printed
all orders for engraved
satisfactorily
cates for sale by the New Mexican blank form by the New Mexican visiting cards,
marriage announceCompany.
Printing
Printing Company.
ments, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
and prices.
4

rap-Idl-

2

--

4

led spsctf

. . .

2

.

4

Is worth more to you than a dollar In

your pocket, because

2

You know It Is safer;

to spend

BED

OAK CHINA

FLOUR, HAY,

2

You are not so liable

OAK BUFFETS.

FURNITURE,

SETS.

4

A DOLLAR IN BANK

LIBRARY

It

needlessly;
You can make it earn for you
Interest if you deposit It here for a
given time.
4

WHOLESALE

ind

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL.
nc.ALERS "f

SALT and sEEDs.

4

2

Are these not excellent reason why
you should begin a deposit account
with us?
Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank affords.

--

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

LIVERY STABLE

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere
We will
sell them at five cents in book form,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE CHAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

Ill

A

"4

.

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURMES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in

the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSON.

An Institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and. Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres In tbe beautiful
Mt silla Valley.
Four full
college courses in agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses In agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $91,000 worth of equipment. A faculty
Military Instrucof 30 instructors; 230 students now In attendance.
Large parade and athletic
tion by an officer of the U. S.Army.
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College,

N. M.

HENRY KRICK
Lemp's St. Louis Beer
Malls orders promptly attended to.
MontezuiTts Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephon No. 38

SODA WATER

Lace Cttftafr) s
SPRING

J

907.

Everything in Lace Curtains at

It Is Much Cheaper
good deal quicker and much more sat
isfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the lonp distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Paton. Las Vegas, Thornton
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas. Be
Ien and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
A

with these places. Terms more reasonable than the telegraph.

I.

SPARKS. filamger.

PLAZA

BARBER

SHOP

PARSC-.S- ,
WILLIAM
Prop.
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In 8anta Fe.
Two Porcelain Bath Tuba.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three first- Class Barters.
Bast Bide of Plaza. South 0! Postal
Telegraph Office.
V

:

ia our buiiiesi.

To hare our

can be relied upon" is the very

lest reoommtidatioi

we can strive

Reliability is our watchword and every sals ws make is clowd

for.

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

iters

lik

this.

It

is

great

Srsry artisls tames witk

fuartzt.

SQPn"7

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

A. P

gpiegelberg- -

257 San Francisco

Inin m

Street.

meiican Wares

ana

curios

Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other' Gems.
MOTTO: .To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

Blankets,
OUR

SPECIAL SALE

Parlors

The only first class in city.
Second to cone in Territory.-Foufirst class artists : : :
01.50
Electrical Baths
.25
Other Baths
Plar
8ide
West
Parlors Located
W. H. KERR, Proprietoi
r

....
......

rfi

customer! say to their friends, "Every etatsmest made by 8. Spits

KERR'S

Capital

02

!

Any Flaver You Desire.'
We will deliver Soda Water in any
quantity to any part ot the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORK8,
Telephone No. 38.

THE

1

YOUR GOOD WILL

much the largest asset ws hare

it ou

Sols Agent For

NEW MEXICO.

sri run

nirr
i,WL .VAJUli

estisfaction to buy at
fc

FI,

Toys, Fancy Goods and
Holiday Novelties.
NO FANCY

PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT BOTTOM PRICES.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

PAGE
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Hlnlit and Le sfdra.
The majority of human beings exercise the right sldo of the body more
SIRES AND SONS.
constantly than the left, aud In conseItie Duke of Sutherland Is the best quence It Is superior In strength. It
lowuiotive engineer iu the British peer would be far better If both sides of the
age aud could earn u living at the work body worked equally, nnd If the habit
FOR
RENT Neatly
furnished
of using the lift arm and the left leg
did he so desire.
rooms.
Inquire at 120 Guadalupe St.
as
as
the
is
formed In
It cost John T. Morgan only $00 lu
readily
right
Alabama to successfully run ut eighty-tw- childhood the physical strength will
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
to the not only be equalized, but Increased.
years of age for
light housekeeping, near capital. M.
United States senate.
C. Miller,
.let.
The first colored captain of au athThe
of
Is
derivation
the
word
Is
letic team
Fenwick H. Watklus, rejet
FOR RENT Two
furnished
cently elected to head the University quite Interesting. It was first found rooms at 222 Garfield nicely
Avenue. Housenear
the river and town of Gagas, in
of Vermont football eleeu.
Asia Minor, whence Its old French keeping .privileges if desired.
Shortly bills of all denominations
name, gagate, Jayet or Jaet, which
will contain the name of W. T. VerUEOixojv,
i Xddy 'isoo
non, the new register of the treasury. eventually developed Into the English
MO3q saaijji aanjju.mi mooj paq
He Is the first full blooded negro to Jet.
ptm jo.njdi 'tuooa SuU(p 'u?upn
;o
hold the position.
sowv 31VS HOd
Spldern.
joi euu v
The newly elected mayor of Hull,
The winter homes of spiders consist
England, Henry Friedman, J. P., is of a silken
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE.
weatherproof covering.
the first Jew to occupy that place. He
One ot the best fruit ranchei in
was born in Hull fifty years ago aud
northern Santa Fe County, about twenWhite
Fines.
has held many city offices besides the
Probably the tallest trees that ever ty mile from this city, U for sulei.
presidency of the large Jewish congre- grew In the eastern part of the United at a bargain. For particulars apply to
of
that place.
gation
States were white pines. There Is good Max. Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Fe
In an obscure street in Cairo, Egypt,
authority for putting the height of the Nnw Wexteo.
friendless aud broken lu his old age, finest
specimens cut hi the forests of
lives Arabl Pasha, the man who conAN INSIDIOUS
DANGER
Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota at
tested with England for the control of not less than 1t0 feet nnd In some
One of the worst features of kidney
a
Egypt
quarter of a century ago. He cases more than that.
trouble' Is that It is an Insidious disIs described as still a man of great
ease and before the victim realizes his
mental resources, though In his sevenSlntcrn Iu Russia.
danger he may have a fatal malady.
tieth year.
In Russia an unmarried woman re- Take Foley's Kidney Cure at the first
Robert Ambler Bruce, who was born mains under the absolute sway of her sign of trouble as it corrects Irregubefore George Washingtou died, who parents until her death, regardless of larities and prevents
Bright's disease
saw the meeting between Admiral De- her age,
and diabetes. The Ireland Pharmacy.
catur and Napoleon at St. Helena and
Banlil ItOTOuk.
who Is a hero of half a dozen wars,
It's a
to tell our readers
Bashl bnzouk means "hot brained." about a pbasure
Is still living In Richmond, Va., at the
cough' cure like Dr. Shoop's.
motto
Their
is
to
10(5.
kill!"
which For
He entered the navy at the
"Kill,
age of
has fought
years Dr. Shoop
age of thirteen to serve In the war of they freely add "and rob." Their against the use of Opium, Chloroform,
1812 and was at flrteen on Decatur's weapons are the long lance, such as is or
other unsafe ingredients commonly
flagship when It visited St. Helena iu used by the Cossack; the saber, two or found in cough remedies. Dr. Shoop
1814.
Mr. Bruce is a descendant of three pistols and as many murderous It
the Pure
seems, has welcomed
looking daggers.
Pocahontas.
Food and Drug law recently enac"Tama Jim" Wilsou, secretary of agted, for ho lias worked along similar
Drltkel.
riculture, who probably will achieve
A
called
drink
drlthel Is popular ih Hues for many years. For nearly
the unique distinction of serving longtwenty years Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure
er In the cabinet than any other mem the north of England. The cotton containers
have had a warning prinber of that body, first wooed the fickle hands of Manchester and the factory ted on them
against Opium and other
workers
get
10,000,000
through nearly
goddess fame In Iowa as a country edHe has thus made
narcotic
poisons,
of
this
stuff
Is
pints
every year. It
itor. When a young man he establishIt possible for mothers to protect
ed iu Tama a weekly publication, made from hops, hemlock rott, parsley
their children by simply insisting on
which he named the Star Clipper. Mr. and clove nnd Is one of the most danDt. Shoop's Cough Cure. Sold
Wilson is still an editor, sending out a gerous liquors ever brewed. The north- having
by the Fischer Drug Co.
ern
counties
a
about
$73,000
pay
year
great variety of publications of value
for the output of drithcl.
to the American farmer.
Special Announcement Regarding the
National Pure Fcfod and Drug Law.
Ilcullh
and
Hints.
Beamy
We are ploased to announce that
DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION
Sears can be removed by taking a
The person who disturbed the conFoley's Honey and Tar for coughs,
knife
and
sharp
scooping them colds and lung troubles Is not affected
gregation last Sunday by continually out. This methodgently
was in use by the
by the National Pure Food and Drug
coughing is requested to buy a bottle ancients.
of Foley's Honey and Tar. The Irelaw as it contains no opiates or other
There Is nothing wore displeasing
we recommend It
land Pharmacy.
and unsightly thau an oily skin. Foi harmful drugs, and
as a safe remedy for children and
an oily skin see the Standard Oil comDoes coffee disagree with you?
adults. The Ireland Pharmacy.
pany.
Then try Dr,
Probably it does!
A good complexiou depends almost
To
a cold with "Preventlcs"
Snoop's Health Coffee. "Health Cof- entirely on a good circulation.
If the is Saf slop
:r than to let it run and cure
fee" is a clever combination of parch- circulatlo'i Is
see the circulation
poor,
ed cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
it afterwards. Taken at the "sneeze
manager.
real coffee, remember, In Dr, Snoop's
Moist hands may be remedied by stage" Preventlcs will head off all
colds and Grippe, and perhaps save
Health Coffee, yet its flavor and
holding them in the oven.
laste matches closely oil Java and
Dandruff is especially annoying, par you from pneumonia or Bronchitis.
Mocha Coffee.
Preventlcs are little toothsome candy
If your stomach,
tlculariy when It drops lu the soup.
cold euro tablets soiling in 5 cent
heart, or kidneys can't stand coffee A good remedy for dandruff is to
get
drinking, try Health Coffee. It is scalped. This will remove the dan boxes, If yui are chilly, if you begin
to sneeze, try Preventlcs. They will
wholesome, nourishing and satisfying.
Sentinel.
It's safe even for the youngest child.
surely check the cold and please you.
Sold by Cartwrlght-DaviSold by tho Fischer Drug Co.
Co.
Darn In Him.
The little son of the lawyer has finHow to Avoid Pneumonia.
Croup can positively be stopped in ished working uu elaborate sum on the
You can avoid pneumonia and other
twenty minutes. No vomiting noth- blackboard, and, after tho usual detailserious results from a cold by taking
ing to sicken or distress your child. ed elaboration of the
operation, he
A sweet, pleasant, and safe syrup,
Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops the
concludes with:
called Dr. Shoop's Croup Cure, does
cough and expels the cold from the
"Therefore the answer Is 2,045."
the work and does It quickly. Dr,
"And can you prove It?" asks the system as It la mildly laxative. Refuse any but the genuine In the yel
Shoop's Croup Cure Is for Croup slone, teacher.
low package. The Irelatd Pharmacy.
remember. It does not claim to cure
The buy looked wise.
a dozen ailments. It's for Croup,
'Trove it? Yes, ma'am. I will subthat's an.
Soil by the Fischer poena the entire class as
Bad Stomach Trouble Cured.
witnesses, but
Co.
Drug
Having been sick for the past two
I must request a postponement for
years with a bad stomach trouble, a
ten days in order to prepare my
Piles get quick relief from Dr. nse."-New
friend gave me a dose of ChamberYork Life.
lain's Stomach nnd Liver Tablets.
Shoop's Magic Ointment. Remember
its made alone for piles and it works
They did mo so much good that I
'Iron 1,1 a Enough.
with cerlainty and satisfaction. Itch"I saw tin? doctor stop at your house bought a bottle of them and (have
ing, painful, protruding, or blind piles this
morning," said Rubiiug. "Auy used twelve bottles in all. Today I
am well of a baj stomach trouble.
disappear like magic by its use. Try trouble?"
it and see. Fischer Drug Co.
Maine,
"Yes," replied Hardpau; "I had a IVirs. John liowe, Cooper,
These tablets are for sale by all
great deal of trouble."
A CARD.
"What was the matter?"
This is to certify that all druggists
"He wouldn't go away until I guve
are authorized to refund your money him $5 on
account of his last year's
Why Colds Are Dangerous.
if Foley's Honey and Tar falls to cure bill."
If you would be immune from disCatholic Standard and Times.
your cough or cold. It stops the
ease, keep the system healthy. Each
cough, heals the lungs and prevents
successive cold weakens tbe constituAn Apt Quotation.
la
cold.
a
results
Cures
from
,erious
"Yes," said Marryat, "I'm pretty busy tion and renders infectious diseases
gt lpiie coughs and prevents pneumonthese days. Getting ready for my wed- more liable.
Chamberlain's
Cough
ia and consumption.
Contains no
will curd your cold promptly
ding, you know."
Remedy
ophites. The genuine Is In a yellow
"Ah, that's a reminder of whatAVash-lugto- and restore the system to its normal
Refuse substitutes.
The
package.
condition. For sale by all druggists.
said," remarked Hennlpeck.
Ireland Pharmacy.
"What was that?"
'In times of peace prepare for
Why Suffer From Rheumatism?
How to Avoid Appendicitis
Do you know that rheumatic pains
war.'
Herald.
Most victims of appendicitis are
can be relieved? If you doubt this
those who are habitually constipated.
Pcuthers Verso Father.
just try one application of ChamberOrlno Laxative Fruit Syrup cures
lain's Pain Balm. It may not give
"They say ttvit feathers tickle,"
chronic constiuation by stimulating
Said little Willie Gray,
you relief from pain but will make
1
"But that ain't true,
the liver and bowels and restores the
tell yo- urest and sleep possible and that cerNot
always, anyway.
natural action of the bowels.
Orlno
tainly means a great deal to any one
Laxative Fruit Syrup does not nau"Last week ir.a bought a bonnet
afflicted with rheumatism.
For sale
seate or gripe and is mild and pleasI'aid forty plunks for itby all druggists.
An'
lis wavy feathers
ant to take. Refuse substitutes. The
Ain't tickled pu a bit."
Ireland Pharmacy.
Denver Post.
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
as are required by law, printed In
blank form by the New Mexlcaa
Prating Company.
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BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
New Mexico.
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Black Wolfs Bad Heart
ICupyrlsht,

I

I'M, by C. 11 Sutcllfte.

The Cheyeuues Uml l'ounlit the white
woldlers for flftea years. Chief
i
hr had started out hi the belief
that tueie were only ubout 5,000 white
men In all America, and as soou as he
could get them together he would finish them off, but after many years he
came to have a better uuderslaiHllui;.
When tltf first blades of green grass
were seen on the southern hillsides
word was sent out to the subchlefs to
gather lu council. All responded but
Black Wolf. He was a fiery tempered
It had sa
young man of twenty-five- .
happened that he and his band had
taken all the scalps gathered iu during
the year past, and he was ambitious,
fearless and a great hater, lie wanted
war all the time, lie had plans to
round up all the white soldiers aud
make a grand finish of them. Let the
Cheyeunes perform some daring deed
and they might count on an alliance
with at least three other tribes. Black
Wolf claimed to be 111 aud asked for a
few days' delay.
On tho bluffs on the north bank of
Medicine creek the white soldiers were
building a fort. It was within the
Cheyenne territory and was another
Insult to them. Black Wolf had seen
the men at work the previous fall.
During the winter work would have
been suspended, but now that spring
had come the white men would be busy
iigain, and again the white topped wagons would roll across the plains.
Those wagons, as he knew, contained flour, meat, firearms, powder and
bullets, blankets, cooking utensils,
clothing and many other things needed
by his tribe. If he could run off five or
six of them, with perhaps half a hundred mules aud horses, the wealth of
the tribe would be restored twice over.
The feat would be a daring one, and
one to challenge admiration and bring
about alliances.
would
no longer cover his face and talk of
peace, but his voice would be for war
and his face painted to strike terror to
the hearts of his enemies.
It was a golden opportunity for Black
Wolf. He had less than fifty warriors
In his band, but all were enthusiastic
and sure of success. It was a ride of
seventy-fivmiles from the camp to
the bluffs where the fort was building,
but tills was less than two days' ride,
even on the half starved ponies. The
medicine man made his medicine and
pronounced It good, aud away rode the
young men. The soldiers were busy,
and a wagon train was crawling over
the plains. The Indians could not have
asked for the situation to be bettered.
They lost little time In pushing In. Tho
last six wagons were cut off by a brilliant dash, seven of the escort killed
and the six drivers saved to be tortured at the stake later on. The soldiers turned out from the new fort and
gave chase, but were beaten back. Six
double mule teams and twelve led
horses were among the fruits of the
capture, and under the covers of the
wagons was wealth beyond compare.
That was a proud moment for Black
Wolf when he brought his prisoners
and plunder safe to the main camp.
He also had his little speech ready.
"I have heard it said that the
had become a tribe of women,"
he said. "With forty-twwarriors I
bave captured what you see before
you. Let that be the answer. I have
heard It whispered that we must make
peace and go upon the reservation to
escape hunger and cold. In the wagons
here are enough food and blankets to
last us for years. If forty-twof us
have done this, what cannot 1,000 of
us do? There are 500 white men at the
new fort. Are we to leave them In
peace, or are their scalps to hang on
our lodges?"
All this and a heap more was said
by Black Wolf before he was through
with his speech, and he carried the
crowd with him.
concluded that he had made a big mistake and straightway repented of It,
while tho sijuaws chanted and the warriors bragged and swaggered. The village now numbered 800 people. Some
of the bands bad not yet come In. Fire
of the wagons were unloaded, and the
hopes of the redskins were more than
realized. There were pork, beef, sugar,
Wulk-by-X-

Walk-by-Nlg-

e

Chey-enne- s

Walk-by-Nlg-

PRINTERS
PUBLISHERS

. .

BOOK BINDERS

Best E Quipped and

NJost

coffee ainT Hour by the barrel. There
were bacon, hard tack, beans, peas, lice
and tobacco. The six wagons were In
the center of the village.
The stuff
taken from the five made a great heap.
The contents of the sixth were left for
inspection on the morrow,
By and by. when nil speeches had
been concluded, hunger satisfied and
the crowd had got hold of enough whisky to give everybody a whooping old
time, some of the younger bucks began
firing their guns. One of the teamsters
called out to tliem aud tried to ox
plain something, lie was given a slap
on the face, aud the revel went on.
Ten minutes later one of the bullets
fired by a mad dancer penetrated the
box of the wagon, and there Instantly
followed an explosion that shook tho
earth for thirty miles around. It had
been the last wagon in the train, it
was loaded with dynamite for blasting
down a portion of the bluffs.
The
blast struck the hills to the west aud
on nie back to strike those on the east.
It dug a hole In the earth thirty feet
deep and a hundred feet long. It sent
hundreds of bodies high In air, and It
flung hundreds of others about like

feathers.
was dead.
Black
Wolf was dead. One Horn and Great
Thunder were dead. The power of the
tribe was broken forever, and the soldiers even pitied the miserable remnant that came crawling In nnd asked
to be put on a reservation and clothed
and fed. Black Wolf's ambition had
M. QUAD.
done the trick.
t

THINGS THEATRICAL.
Anna Held Is appearing in New York
in "The Parisian Model."
Wilton
Lnckaye has entered the
ranks of successful playwrights.
Daniel Frohman is making an elaborate production of Hex Beach's story
of Cape Nome lu the gold field days,
"The Spoilers."
Harrison Hunter has replaced the
eccentiie John Blair as Robert Waring
for the tour of "The Slmlamlte," In
which Lena Aslnvcil Is starring.
The name of Paul Wllsiaeh's play, In
which Charles Cnrtwrlght is starring,
under the management of the Khuberts,
has been changed from "ICeegan's Pal"
to "The Kastmau Case."
Charles Warner has the distinction
of having played a single part a greater number of times than any other living actor. He has appeared In "Drink"
In America nnd Europe 5,fi38 times.
Mrs. Patrick Campbell will follow up
her success In "The Bondman" with
a visit to America. She has been engaged, It Is said, to appear In New
York late lu the season in several new
plays.
LAW POINTS.
The right to make preferred stock
nonvoting Is upheld under the Missouri statute In state ex rel. Frank
versus Swanger (Mo.), 2 L. R. A. (N.
S.), 121.
Books of account are held In Lewis
versus England (Wyo.), 2 L. R. A. (N.
S.), 401, to be admissible to prove cash
loans where the Items appear In the
general course of accounts as part of

the business transactions between the
parties.
Evidence that deceased was known
by accused to be a violent, passionate
and dangerous man Is held In Com.
versus" Tirclnskl (Mass.), 2 L. R. A. (N.
S.), 102, to be admissible upon trial of
on for killing a person who had assaulted him Immediately before the
striking of the fatal blow.

INDUSTRIAL ITEMS.
London uses 50,000 tons of sugar an
nually for jam making.
Manufacturers' estimates place at
45,000 the number of automobiles to
be made In America In 1907. The output In 1900 amounted to 35,000.
Chemical Indigo dye Is killing the
natural production. The Indigo output
of Java has fallen In the last two
years from 1,500,000 to 500,000 pounds.
Reports made at the New England
label conference of clgarmakers' unions at Portland, Me., show that there
is only one nonunion cigar factory In
all New England nnd that there are
only twenty clgarmakers employed In
the six states who are not members of
the union.

Railway Company.
The line of his railway from Raton t0 Cimarron, N.
including the Koehler Branch, Is now open for
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic. Due notice will
be given of opening of other extensions.
M.i

DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

3

Train

Dist. from

No. 1.

Baton

4 40 p.
4 25 p.
4 35 p.
5 00 p.
5 20 p,
5 45
p.
8 55 p.
8 20 p.
6 45 p.

m.
m,
m.

ivenvu tti
Leave

Arrive
Arrive

12 30 p. m.
12 01 p. m.

13

Arrive

Preston

Leave

11 40 a. iu.

20
23
33
41
47

f.eave
Arrive
Leave (c)

Koehler June. Arrive
Koehler
Arrive
Leave
Vermejo
Cerrososo
Leave
Cimarron
Leave

.

r

ni.

m.
m,
tn.
ni.
m.

Leave

Arrive

11

10
30
10 25
9 45
9 25
11

Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
in Dawson; N. M., at 6:10 p. m.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123, leaving
-Dawson, N. M., at 10:05 a. in.
(a) Track Connection with A., T. & S. P. Ry.
Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
(b)
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
(c) Track Connection with E. T. & S. V, Ry.
.
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W. A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
NEW

RATON,

MEXICO.

Roswell Automobile Co.
Mall and Passenger Line between
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
Jaiiy Sunday included, connection
with all trains on the Rock Island
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
Leave Torrance cn arrival ot Rock

Island train due at 2 a. m.
Running time between the two
points 5 hours, meals furnished at
Camp Neednlore, free ot charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
notifying the company two days Id
advance.

Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known
Best Machines for all pur posies on the market.
Two of the best known and best
machines for all purposes on the

and

Address all communications and
qulries to the

Roswell Automobile Co.
Roswell.

New Mexic

Jew Pleiico

Empfoymeni

Bureau!!

AND

REALTY

COMPANY.

Motion C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
money Lent on Approved Security.

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanoed.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES

Business of

'

A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fftiit Trees.
--

103

Palao

Avn.

ewriters

The
American
Collection
Agency.

I

No fee charged
unless collection
Is made. Wemak e
collections In all parti of the U, S.
ANTHONY P.WILSON, Attorney.

INwJeru,
ft. A.

413
TOPKKA

Kansas Avenue,
KANSAS,
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All Work Guaranteed

NEW MEXICAN
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Loose Leaf Ledgers Commercial Bank Books
and Briefs for Lawyers.

SPECIALTY
Records

a. m.
a. ui.
a. m.
a. m.
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in the Southwest

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.

No. 2.
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The Pew Mexican" Muting Company
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Clifton

30 p. m.
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REMINGTON

ADDRESS

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW W'kly.
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24,

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific
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Daily

SHORT STORY
Specially Selected From Among Best
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

Belen is 31 mile

streets, with alleys 80 feet
wide, with beautiful lake aud public park and grand old

out with broad 10 and

Head of the Family Did
Not Exchange an Old Piano
For a New One.

shade trees;, public school house, costing $16,000; churches; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; set.

eral large mercantile establishments

by the McClure New
paper syndicate. j
AND MRS. TERKINS nau
got seated for the evening
190C.

city in the aear future

einaot

"Well, I wanted to call your attention to the fact that September had
come and gone."
t
"I acknowledge it."
"And the old piano stands there yet
In the parlor."
"Acknowledged again."
"And, so far as I know, no steps
have been taken to replace It with a
new one."
"Not a step, Mrs. Perkins, and I am
now prepared to reason the case with
you. I have been expecting to reason
It with you for the last month lu fact,
I was hoping you would Bpeak to me
about It tills very evening."
"Well, I have spoken."
"You see, my dear," began Mr. Perurns, as ue arew a long Dream, "we
must begin at the beginning. Neither
of us Is a musician. ' We have neither
son nor daughter to play. We might
Just as well have a corn sheller la the
parlor for all the use we could make
of It. If we had a thousand dollar
piano, what good would It do us?"
"Why, I play, and you know' I do
aud have praised me," replied Mrs.
Perkins In an Injured tone.
"My dear woman, let us look facts
In the face. You drum on the piano.
You how an accompaniment. You roll
your eyes. You hump your shoulders.
At various times I have
said that you
"
played beautifully. I did It to keep
you playing and have revenge on the
neighbors."
"How dare you talk to me that
way?"
You
"Come, now, be reasonable.
never took a music lesson In your Ufa,
did you?"
"No, but what of that?"
"You can't sing any more than a
'
crow."
"But If I cau't- ""I don't reyert to these things to humiliate yon, Mrs. Perkins, but simply
to clear the ground for a start. It Is
a husband's business to praise his
wife's playing even If It gives him
toothache. The cold fact Is that neither of us can play'or sing. Therefore,
of what use Is a thousand dollar piano?
You will answer that one would 'look
nice In the .parlor. I agree with you
tut when you have a $1,000 piano you
must have a $500 rug to go with It:
aUso a new parlor suit."
"But there are several neighbors who
-

-

Boil-

The lots offered arj in the centeT of the city,, well gra
ed (many of them improved by crltivation) ; no saxd at

Ter-kin-

We aeed a first clam btkery, tailor shop, shoe

gravel.

house, jeweler, plumbing sboj., planing mill, con

aid wiol

yard, drug store, haraesi shop, etc.; etc., ame a

frit ela,

hot!.

modern

Our prices of lota

"Just a moment, my dear. She continued to pound aud howl all through
our engagement. She brought the old
piano along when we were married.
Every day and every evening It was
pound and bowl. I talked to her of the
risks she ran, but she was self willed.
She finally began to fade. The doctor
said she lasted a year longer than he
expected, but she went with a rush
when she did go. She had been pounding and howling, one evening and the
neighbors had telephoned for the police and all the dogs for a mile around
were barking, when I observed a sudden change come over her, and she fell
off the piauo stool and was dead in a
moment. She never opened her eyes
or spoke. There's my case, Mrs. Perkins, aud"
"I say you are a dodger and a
twister!" exclaimed Mrs. Perkins as
she gave a sniff of contempt and walked stiffly out of the roan.
Mr. Perkins stooped to scratch his
aukle and then straightened up to
scratch his uose and then smiled and
said to himself:
"But, then, don't a married man have
to be?"
M. QUAD.
Modern Teraencaa.
Recently a city editor lu Ottumwa,
la., was informed by phone at a late
hour that a prominent citizen had
'
died suddenly. Calling one of the
reportorlal staff, the city editor Instructed him hurriedly, and the young
man shot out of the office on double
quick. Some twenty minutes later he
returned, and as he hastened to the
corner where his typewriter stood the
city editor asked him:
"Well, what about It?"
"Oh, nothing," said the young man
ha he began making the keys rattle,
"only as Mr. Blank was walking along
the street be says. 'I'm going to die,'
and he leaned up against the fence
and made good." Judge.
Facta In the Cane.
Lawyer (examining witness) Do you
know the man who formerly owned
this gun?
Witness Yes, sir.
Lawyer Is he In the courtroom T
Witness No, sir.
Lawyer Where Is he?
Witness I don't know.
Lawyer When and where did you
see blm last?
Witness - Six months ago at bis fu
neral. Detroit Tribune,

oi
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31st, 1906.

"I haven't the slightest doubt of it,
Mrs. Perkins. There are several neighbors who can wear your hats and
but are you uolng to keep hats
and shoes for the neighbors? Suppose,
however, that we went ahead and got
a new pluno. Do you know that piano
playing makes women round shouldered and weak chested and consumptive?"
"I never heard that it did and don't
believe It."
'I could give you medical statistics
by the cartload. Within the last ten
years paralysis of the arms has become so common thut the doctors attribute It to piano playing. There are
hundreds of Instances where young
ladles have lost the use of both arms
for a year. If we had a piano I
couldn't run the risk of your losing the
use of your arms. How, then, could
you longer hug me? How prepare the
meals and make the bed?"
"You are simply trying to twist out
of It, just as you always do," said
Mrs. Perkins, with her eyes full of
tears.
"My dear, I am no twister. I am
1
simply a logician and a philosopher.
reason things to a conclusion. We
cannot afford a $1,000 piano,: and on
top of It a $500 rug, a $250 parlor suit
itud five or six paintings costing $100
npiece. All that capital would be shut
up lu a cold parlor for the winter. If
put Into Ice for next season It might
another
And there's
be doubled.
thing."
"Oh, you cau be finding excuses for
a week to come."
"This is no excuse, but a fact. That
old straight legged, broken keyed piano
belonged to my first wife. Don't jump
up and grow red In the face, 'for I'm
not hitting at you. The first time 1
called to see her, when we were both
young people, she was playing on that
She was pounding. She was
piano.
Her eyes were rolliug heavhowling.
enward. I fell In love with her at
once."
"I won't stay!" declared Mrs. Perkins as she stamped her foot on the

low and terms

Town and Improvement Company

Belen

shoes,
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can play and sing," protested Mrs.
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be satimatad.

The

floor.

curately recorded here, and have you
anything to add to them at this

the 3elen Patent

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad

"Wbv. dear, you may ask me ten
thousand."
"And you won't be vexed?"
"Nothing you could say would ves
me. Proceed."
"Well, one day last May, when we
were sitting on the front steps, I spoke
to you about the piano. 1)0 yon

"SHK WAS POUNDING."

;

er Mill, capacity 150 birrels daily; large winery; three hotels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point

and were seemingly content
und happy when she looked
up from her book and queried:
"Mr. Perkins, would It put you out
very much if I were to asl you o

"I do, my dear, and I have the evi
dence right here In my pocket. My
memorandum book says It was on tin
181 h
day ut 3 o'clock In the afternoon.
It w as a beautiful day. What you said
to me about the piauo was:
. " 'It is forty years old. '
" 'It is old fashioned.
" 'It has straight legs.
" 'There lire seven broken keys.
" 'The pedals are out of order.
" 'ft wheezes like an old horse.
" 'Everybody makes fun of It.
" 'Can't yon turn It In toward a new
one?'
"Those were your observations, Mrs.
Perkins. Have you anything to add to
them tonight?"
"Did you put down what you said In
reply?"
"I did, and here It Is:
" 'Yes, It Is an old piano.
" 'I have been ashamed of It foi
years.
" 'During the next three months I
shall turn It in toward a new one.
" 'It must drive the neighbors distracted to hear you try to play on It.
"'Say no more, darling. You shall
have a new piano before the 1st of
September.'
"Those were our respective remarks
and observations, Mrs. Perkins, as ae

feet, laid
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1906.

1

Year.

Express.

Payments
Balances
During
Dec. 31, 1006
Year.

Transfers to Tranfers
From Funds
Funds.

General Express Forwarders
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General County.
Court

J

S3

3,144 29
3.003 63

7.931

Interest.

139
123
132
183
12?
133

94 02

3,955

School

Index fund
Bridge

Court House aud
Hoad,

,Iul

Advft-- i Is! n H

Survey

18
2

.

5
9
'H
26

.Iuu

llubbell lnt
Wild Animal
School district No.
School District No.
School Wstrlct No.
cho'il District No.
School District No.
School District No.
School District Na.
School Dlstnct No.
School District No.
School District No.
School District No
School District No.
School DIstI t No.
School District No.
School District No.
School District No.
School District No.
School District No.
SchooUDislrlct No.
School District No.
School District No,
School District No.
School District- No.
School District No.
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School
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0

'
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City ot Santa Fe
Assessor's Commission
Assessor's Commission
Assessor's Commission
Assessor's Commission
Assessor's Commission
Assessor's Commission
Treasurer's Commission

1898 &

prior..

1899-19- 00

1901 1902.'
1903-1'J(- 4

1905
1906

Territorial Treasurer
College Street Bridge
Delinquent Taxes from Dlst. Any
Delinquent Taxes of 1901 & prior. .
Probate Clerk Fees
Nermal Institute
County Jail Bldg
El Casino Real
Deficiency Bridge
Sinking B'nnd (to pay I. & I. lis '82).

. .

1905-19- 06

Coler Special Levy 1900
Collection Fund

Judgment Fund

1906

55
69
63
68
73
79
84
88
94
99
103
109
113
110
123
129
134
138
144
148
153
118
163
168
175
179
185
193
16ft
189
199
121
212
,
231
226
228
.
32
.
236
. 318
242
.
264
298
. 306
. 308
.
314
300
.
334
,
. 336
. 346
358
.
.
366
. 368
373

7,838

4,332 70

7,753

5 28
147 59
2,444 64
1,130 'iZ
64 95
15 99
63 66
41
71 23
71 04
12 08
44 03
50 42
30 51
12 29
168 49
219 59
58 64
46 17
208 15
78 63
113 92
23 91
61 85
58 63
137 01
84 80
205 51
7 16

84
480

i
160
56
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24
77
64
f.8

2.697
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46

4
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45
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44
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44 28
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17 12
5
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44
1 17
30
309 53

230 35
58 00
170 00
81 25
65 00
143 lU
186 38
64 25
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60
117
75
139
66
116
80

144

805
588
167
75
216
163
835
149
117
147
434

15

170
57
235
113
225
126
199
106

05
95
20
00
95
95
80
25

99 18

28
85
67
86
39
70
62

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Csrac'a, Kix ci
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.
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15
19
12
54
34
83
62
41

07
39

97
75
89
87
55
09
45
72

547
13,593
91

33
127
273
1,011
771
3.724
23,808
344
1,445
2,273
43
04
4,534
330
330
4,523
46
581
298

38
19
34
27
44
25
19
48

4

33
130
392
1,715
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19
53
82
12,1 33
3,602 71
22,601 10
445 94
1,288 53
700 00
41 50
114 00
4 682 80
454 40
224 06
4,054 46

50 00

36
36
66
02
79
10

2.010
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1.983

10,247

70

88,506

31

00
00
400 18
136 35
366 61
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46 03
83 17
298 10
2
1

"26,904
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renders double the
of any cither writing
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The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the beat
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
of better grades of printing and binding caters particularly
people wbo want sometbing a little out of the ordinary or a little
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in the
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Com
pany in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.
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63
98
38
95
10
85
61
89
87
80
69

70

Rabbet? Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GRE AT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMP3 MOBS
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUS1 THEY BAVI
SAY1.
TIME, AND TIME 18 MON1Y

Sources of Receipts,

PRICE-LIS244 39
719 14
602
,250 23
293 48
959 23
,690 41
887 00
751 70
618 50
54 00
71 49
,505 96
7 29
,826 39
570 00
120 00
64 00
482 00

Delinquent Taxes A. M. Borgere, Dlst., Clerk..
Taxes 1901 & prior
'

Recapitulation,

'
'
31,994 35
93,416 91

Balance Jau'y. 1st, 1906
Receipts During Year. .

26
88,506 56

lor. . . .
Payments During Year.

To be Accounted

115,411

Balance .Jan. 1st, 1907,.

is

26,9P4 70

'

1903
1903
1904
1905
1906

4
.'

Liquor A Gaming Licenses
Poll Taxes
Mdse. Llcensas
Fines from J. of P
Miscellaneous
Delinquent Taxes from District Attorney
Intereit from Treasurer of Rio Arriba County.
Common School Income
B. B. Cartwrlght,
Taos County, Case No. 3536.
Normal Institute. .

I her, by certify that the above statement
Cklso Lopez,
comet.

Treasurer and Collector,

.

,

M.

Total...

i

Hta ipaolnltr.
"tea," kW Bradley, "I'm in thia
bowing match, and you can depend I'll
five a good account of myself."
"Tea, when 70a tell about It afterward you'll make It aound all
Preaa.
rlght"-Phlladel-

a

The Sportsman What's- the
place for quail in these parts?
I
The Rustic-To- ast,
Leader.'
-

gueaa.-Cleve-- land

beat

pbia

Tkaral

Tha world la batter nowadaya
Tnaa fifty yaara aco,
and thai are many ways
That alva ma cause to know.
Aye, thouch you pick a aeon ot flawa
ainoa tweaoor yaara and tan,
I eaythv hatter now baeauaa
Teu ware set In It than.
Cleveland Leader.

I

93,416

91

Denver now holds first place among
American cities as a manufacturer of
mlninor machinery. San Francisco com
lng second, Chicago third ana Milwaukee fourth.
A careful observer of persons says
that a larger percentage of old women
In New York city try to appear young
In youthful garb and "makeup" than
In any other city lu the world.
Vienna Is to hnve the largest and
finest Illuminated fountain In existence. The Illuminating power will
equal 900,000,000 candles. It Includes
Immense reflectors capatwenty-aeveble of giving seventy variations In
light effects every seventeen seconds.
n

T

....

. . . .H
Stamp, not over 2 inches long . .
Each additional line on came stamp, lOe.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 J and not ever 3 J inchee long. .J0
Each additional line on lame stamp, 16c
Stamp, over 3 J and not over S imchca long. . . .IS
Each additional lino on same stamp, S0e.
One-liU
Stamp, over 5 inches lonj;, pci iach
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, tie extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch us sis, ws eharg;
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
inch 01 fraotioi.
for one line for each one-ha-lf
DATES, ETC. :
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
II. X)
I0
in
and
day
year
month,
Dater,
Ledger
8 le
Regular line Dater
1.M
Defiance or Model Band. Dater . . .
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Woc4 Cut, 1.80
Pearl Chtck Protector
tM
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
ii3i, 88c; 2Ji4i, Me; 8ixJ; I0;
IJiJJ, 10c; 8i3J,

One-lin-

e

....

. .

On-Lu-

ne

v

lc;

iit, 71.

TOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESI

flEW HEXlCAfl PRISTIJSG CO.
SANTA

FI,

NEW

M3II00.

0

i
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CURE

1907.

The Ireland Pharmacy Cold Cute or

White Pine Cough Symp

COLD I

PROTEST AGAINST
ARfESIA COUNTY

(Continued from Page Four)

BAS,

GHOCEHS,

BUTqEIS!

Chaplain Cephas C. Batemau, of
Fort Bayard, reached the city last
evening from Roswell via the Santa
Fe Central Railway and the automobile line. He was in the Pecos Valley town a guest at the New Mexico
Military Institute where he delivered
a course of lectures to the cadets. He
passed a very agreeable day in this
city and left his evening for his post
of duty.
No. 2S0 San F rancisco Street,
Colonel and Mrs. H, H. Betts, of
Silver City, were arrivals on the noon
t rocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. Q. train from the South and registered
at the Palace Motel, They wl'l remain until Sunday or Monday. Colonel Betts came to town to take a
Colonel and
look at the Legislature.
DRIED FRUIT.
CANNED GOODS.
will attend the Colonial
Dried fruit is now on sale from the Mrs. Betts
Wc nre In receipt of a car of eastern
Ball 'this evening.
1906 crop. We are offering prunes In
canned goods, pickles, sauces, etc.
Colonel Charles L. Ballard, sheriff
,
attractive
the
packages.
Included
are
especially
Among these
of Chaves County, was an arrival in
packages
packages,
Blue Label and Heinz brands. We
the city at noon. He came on Legispackages we offer as folare quoting very attractive prices on and
lative business. Colonel Ballard will
these goods, which are all the very lows;
be In the city several days.
In
size, very large fruit, 15.
best that it Is possible for high grade
65
cents.
10,
and
actories to turn out.
In
size, very fair sized fruit,
Ferndell corn, can 15c, doz. $1.60,
10, 25 and 40 cents.
case $3.00.
We also have the fruit In bulk and
ferndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
(Continued From Page Nine.)
boxes.
in
case $3.00.
is very atour
boxes
On
full
price
Ferndell Tomatoes, can 15c and 20c.
The attendance at the Colonial Ball
tractive; if you can use so much ask
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
this evening at the Palace Hotel promfor price.
35
cents.
2
Blue Label Peas, cans for
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents. ises to be very largo and fashionable.
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
Apples, very fancy, per Many tickets have been sold and those
Evaporated
Heinz' Baked Beans, 15, 20, and 25
who will attend will certainly have
cents.
pound,. 12
cents.
per pound, 25 an enjoyable time. One of the sights
Apricots,
Evaporated
25
15
and
Heinz' Apple Butter,
will lie the display of Colonial china
cents. cents.
Evaporated Peaches, per pound, 20 in the refreshment room. This was
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
loaned for the occasion by Mrs. L.
and 25 cents.
pint, 15 cents.
2 pounds of California Figs, eating,
Bradford Prince and many pieces of
it are over 200 years old. Indeed, it
for 25 cents.
SUNBURST.
1 pound of California Figs, cooking,
is a priceless collection and could not
be duplicated anywhere In this counThe Sunburst Brand of canned veg- for 10 cents.
A little lemon added to figs or try, not even In the oldest towns and
The
etables is packed in Kansas.
to the flavor. cities of New England, the state of
freight rate is lower than from far- peaches in cooking adds
ther east ana the goods are of very Dried fruit should be soaked over New York and the state of Virginia.
fine quality. We offer the following night or for several hours and then
cooked slowly In the same water until
bergains for the present:
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Marrowfat Peas, can, tender. Quick cooking without soakSunburst
12
ing will rulu the best dried fruit.
case $2.25.
2 pounds of the
finest imported
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
Member of Board of Examining Surdales for 25 cents.
12
case $2.50.
geons.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
Early June, extra sifted Peas, can
The following letter addressed by
a
meats
make
nut
delightful
or
other
15; case $3.00.
Commissioner of Pensions to Delegate
confection.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.
Andrews explains itself:
"Washington, Jan. 17, 1907.
"Hon. W. H. Andrews, House of Representatives.
I have the,
".My Dear Mr. Andrews
honor to advise you that in accordof
ance with your recommendation
the 15th instant, received in this
bureau on the 16th instant, Dr. Frank
E. Mera, 'has this day been commis$S.75
sioned as a member of the Board of
Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton.$G.00 (Anthracite furnace, ton
Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3.00
Examining Surgeons at Santa Fe.
$5.75
Monero lump
..
Mexico.
Four-foo- t
New
cord.
.$3.50
wood,
per
$5.50
nut
(Raton
"Very respectfully,
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8.75
"V. WARNER,
"Commissioner."
OA-FTTAJLNotaries Public Appointed.
i
The following have been appointed
OFFICE; Garfield Ave., Ner A., T. A S. F. Depot. 'Phone No.
notaries public by Governor Hager-ma-

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

Fern-dell-

30-4-

60-7-

2

COAL WOOD
s

COAL

Carlsbad Citizens Hold Mass Meeting
and Adopt Vigorous Measures to
' Defeat Plan.

Special to The New Mexican.
Carlsbad, N. M Jan. 24. The citizens of Carlsbad and Eddy Counties
last Saturday night took notice of the
fact that a determined effort is being
made by certain interested parties living at Artesla in the northern end o'
the county to have the p. esent Legislature cut up the county and from the
carving create the county of Artesla.
This notice was in Ihe shape of a mass
meeting of citizens called together by
Allen Heard, chairman of the board of
county commissioners and A. R.
O'QuInn, mayor of Carlsbad. The call
was responded to by a large attendance of taxpayers and citizens who
voiced their opposition to any proposed division in a vigorous manner.
To Act Immediately.
The meeting elected Mayor O'Quinn
as chairman and E. P. Bujac secretary. When a statement was made
of what was being done by those seeking the creation of a new county, the
Importance of taking action to counteract any Influence that might be
working in favor of such division was
at. once manifest.
It was pointed out
I lmt
while, if the fects were known to
all the members of the Legislature
and the situation here clearly presented to them, there would be little
likelihood of their giving their support to the measure, still in the absence of a clear presentation of affairs
as they really are ".and the unopposed
work by the Artesla delegation now in
Santa Fe, there was danger of Eddy
County suffering a grievous injury,
and the interests of her citizens and
industries greatly damaged.
Speeches by Leading Citizens.
Speeches were made by Mayor
O'Quinn, George M. Cook, cashier of
the First National Bank, C. H.
L. O. Fullen, E. P. Bujac,
A. N. Pratt, C. F. Drake, W. H.
C. R. Brice, W. T. Reed, and
others, and It was the unanimous opinion that steps should he at once taken
to place the matter before the Legislature in Its proper light. Committees were appointed to cover the
county and give all the people an opto
themselves
portunity
express
against any division movement, and
just as soon as these are secured they
will be sent on to Santa Fe for presentation.
Not to Take Any Chances.
The agitation for county division
has been viewed rather Indifferent) v
up to now, as it was not thought the
efforts of the men who are pushing It
would be taken seriously, hut It has
been deemed the part of wisdom not
to take any chances, and from now on
there will be another side to this
county division movement, and the'
substantial interests! of the county!
will show why this Imposition should
Rio not he placed upon them.
Mul-lan-

n

:

John M. Velasque, of Coyote,
Arriba County; Charles L. Bi'hop, of
Santa Fe, Santa Fe County.
VIOLIN RECITAL
Charges Against the Sheriff of Torrance County.
BY MISS BEAN
Charges of malefasanco and misfeasance in office and official .misconduct
Invitations Issued for Interesting Mus-- I
have been brought against Sheriff
ical Event at First Presbyterian
Manuel C. Sanchez, of Torrance
Church The Program.
County by Captain Fred Fornoff of the
Mounted, Police. The charges have
Invitations are out for the violin re-been filed in the District Court to
come up for hearing before Judge cital to be given by Miss Virginia L.
Bean at the First Presbyterian Church
Edward A. Mann of the district.
Monday evening, January 28. It promto be a rare musical treat. Miss
The New Mexican
Company ises
U prepared to furnish cards de visile Bean will be assisted by her mother,
for ladles or gentlemen on short no- Mrs. V. L. Dean, piano; Mrs. Edward
tice, in firBt class style at reasonable Ehle, accompanist, and Miss Emilie A.
prices, either engraved or printed. Cail Walter, soprano. The program Is a
diversified one as follows: on the New Mexican Printing Co
Overture
Kaula Op 201
Virginia Bean, Mrs. Bean, Violins.
Mrs. Ehle, Piano.
Maybe Slie In Not the Only One.
Hungarian.
Jeno Hubay
;
Hejre Katl
Tkoeibavka
Jos. Neserva
Czardas Scene
Wm, Haesche
Virginia Bean.
J. Smith
"If I But Knew"....-....W"Snow Flakes"
..Cowen
Emilie A. Walter.
Polish.
Chopin
Mazurka, (B Minor)
Mazurka (C Major).....,
Chopin
Polonaise, (C Sharp A'inov) . .Chopin
Mrs. Bean.
French and German.
C. Saint Saens
The Swan
The Bee
..Fr. Schubert
Handel
Largo
Virginia Bean.
D'Hardelot
Banker's Daughter The baron loves "I Hid My Love"
Serenade
me. He proposed to me today.
.'Neidlinger
EmiHe A. Walter.
Her Friend Then he loves you. Bui
do you know whether he loves any one
Slavonic.
Rachmaninoff
else? Jugend.
Prelude
Rubensteln
, . .1
Romance
Mrs. Bean.
Opportune.
'
"What are you doing?" harshly deNorwegian.
manded the brutal husband, abruptly Lullaby
Nelson
entering the room.
Virginia Bean.
"I'm Just going to trim this forty-ninThe admission Will 'be 75 cents.
cent hat I bought yesterday," re. The advance sale of tickets will bepiled the trembling wife.
gin Friday at Ehle's Haberdashery.
"Extravagant woman, you will ruin
me with your everlasting bargain buntSISTERS OF CHARITY
ing!" he exclaimed, enraged, and, seizPLAN NEW BUILDING
ing the hat, be crumpled It in bis hands,
trampled it underfoot and, finally fling-luIt Into the corner of the room, As an Addition to St. Vincent's Hostrode away.
spitalLegislature Asked to
Lend 8upport.
Weeping, the wife stooped to pick
up her Insulted property, but her tear
stained face was Irradiated by an ecThe Sisters of St. Vincent's Sanitastatic rapture as her eyes fell upon It. rium are
preparing to erect a new
"Oh," she exclaimed In delight, "now
an addition to St. Vincent's
building,
It Is the exact shape of that forty dollar Hospital.- - The new structure will be
French hat I saw yesterday, and I nev- of
brick, two or three stories In
er could have got it that way myheight and modern In every way.
self! All It needs Is a couple of blue
To aid In securing assistance , In
roses and a bunch of lavender
tills work, the good Sisters have adMagazine.
dressed circular" letters to the Gov- -

Tha old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock- buy my goods In government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. .Elegant club
roomi in connection, Side entrance to Coronado HMel.
I

J. W. AKERS, Proprietor.

j

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Liifiikf , Sash, and Boors
HATtniAI.
kimdb or
all

BCIUUKO
Wood ExLra Dry, Cut to Fit Yeur SUrr

Ccxi nd Sto

I
1

CERRILLOL
J HAGAN

S

TttANSrga.
oa j3 Snt Fe.

s--

r

IT
TO COME

ff
WML
A

Deli t err! to Air
Part ef th Citjrs:

S

gyrtrtt

Wc Kp1
MqtH
Braica Oficc mni Yaris at CcrfiUc, If X.

BTORAGBi

.

ANYTHING

DOESN'T COST

IN AND LOOK

A ROUND.

WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR

VISITORS
NOT.

ARE

ALWAYS

MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF A"L DESCRIPTIONS AT
OF NAVAJO
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.
MEXICAN

FIVE

SOUVENIR

POSTAL

CARDS

You Can't Miss

FOR

FIVE CENTS

the Place

J. S. CAINDELARI0,
THE CURIO MAN.
3

8an Francisco

8treet

Look for the Old Mexican

Cart.

Reading Rooms

Mrs. Mary L. Carson of Indianapolis,
Indiana, Asks for Him
in Letter of Inquiry.
Again some charitable citizen of

EASY CHAIRS.
Choice Line of

CIGARS AND TOBACCO

Santa Fe who has more time than
money and who knows all about people, Is called upon to answer an Inquiry contained In the following letter
which the New Mexican publishes for
the benefit ol all concerned:
"Dear Sir: My object in writing
you is, that I may learn something of
Mr. George S. Tweedy's whereabouts.
"Mr. Tweedy Is my uncle and has
been on a ranch near Santa Fe for
some time. N6t having heard from
him for some time, I became alarmed
about htm and take this means of investigation. Could you tell me the
name of the people with whom Mr.
Tweedy has been that I may write
them concerning Uncle?
"Any information you may be abit,
to give me, will bo greatly appreciated
Yours truly,
by,

AT THE

PLAZA

BILLIARD

ADN

POOL

PARLORS

Why not spend an eve there?
Side Plaza.

East

GEO. O. CLARK.

Proprietor.

New Mexican Wants bring results.
if jou CHuuot afford to say tor a

dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's dolugs. II la a
good paper to send to your friends.

"MARY L. CARSON."

The New Mexican Printing ComOR. DIAZ'
SANITARIUM,
pany is prepared to do the best of
Cor. Water SI. and Qaspar Ave.
brief work In short order and at very y
reasonable rates.
Lawyers who
NEW MEXICO.
SANTA FE
$
to have their briofs printed
and correctly and to present 1
ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
them to the Supreme Court now In
STEAM HEATED.
session here on time, should call on $
ALL MODERN C0NVENI
the New Mexican Printing Company
and leave their orders.
ENCES FOR SICK
2

e

e

rap-Idl-

,

5

It you cannot afford to pay (or a
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get thf
cream of the week's doings. It Is
ood paper to send to your friends.

PEOPLE.
$16 to $50 per Week,
Payment Invariably in Advance,

PRICES:

5

COLDER WEATHER
IN EAST PORTION
Weather in Santa Fe Will Continue
Fair Tonight and Friday Conv "
parative Temperatures.
Colder weather Is predicted in the
eastern part of New Mexico, according
to the forecast today of the man who
has charge of the weather in the Territory, Santa Fe is promised a continuance of 'air weather tonight and
Friday.
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning was 30 degrees The lowest
temperature during last night was also
30 degrees.
The maximum tempera-turyesterday was 47 degrees, at 3:05
p. m. and the minimum temperature
25 degrees at 5:20 a. m.
The mean
temperature for the day was 36 degrees with a relative humidity of 49
per cent.

UBLISHERS

RMTERS

e

j

FREE

WANTS TO FIND
HER UNCLE

h

e

BINDERS

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply ot pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere
We will
sell them at live cents In book form,

o o

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent

MARKET REPORT,

FLAT

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Jan, 24.- - Money on call,

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK

2

per cent.
Prime mercantile paper, 5
silver, C81-2New York, Jan. 24. Lead quiet C
steady,

New York, Jan. 24.

0.25.

Copper Arm 24.2525.23.
St. Louis, Jan.

at

firm

C.C5.

CLOSING

MARKET

REPORT.

Atchison, 104
Pfd.,
New York Central, 129
Pennsylvania, 135
Southern raciflc, 95

.

r

The Biggest Guti 9totd in the West

ernor and the members of the
AtLegislative Assembly.
tached to the letters are copies of the
report for the years 1905 and 190(5,
on St. Vincent's Hospital, Sanitarium
and Orphanage. The report 1b definite, concise and good reading to
.those Interested in works of charity.
The Sisters will undoubtedly receive
the assistance they desire.
Bazaar to Raise Funds.
In addition to soliciting donations
the Sisters will on February 1, give
a bazaar, at a location to be arranged
later.
They start upon their task of erectdoling the new building, without a
lar of capital but as to Its success,
the Mother Superior says there can be
no doubt.
"We will not erect a cheap structure, either," she added, "and the
new annex will be a credit In every
way to Santa Fe."
Present Quarters Too Small.
The principal need of the building Is
to relieve the overcrowded condition
a
of the hospital and to establish
surgical ward, an operating room and
surgeon's department, long felt wants
in Santa Fe. The annex will also give
additional accommodations for the
orphan girls who now number sixty-fivand by the end of the year will
be Increased at the present rate to
over 100.
In the hospital there are twenty-fou- r
patients at present who are dependent
upon the charity of the Sisters for
support and care. They are crowded
upon the second floor of the hospital
and there Is no more room nvatlable
to care for those desiring to come to
the hospital.
Hospital Surgeon Needed.
Many of the poor patients require
the attendance of a surgeon which is
well nigh impossible owing to the lack
of surgical accommodations and operating room. The Sisters say the appropriation now received from the Territory does not quite pay for caring
for the charity patients.
During the past two years 1G adults
and 3(5 children have been cared for
at the hospital and 25G prescriptions
have been filled by the Sisters. The
average cost of caring for the patients
has been 55 cents a day.
Many of the business men and others in Santa Fe and in the Territory
generally have already promised the
Sisters assistance in erecting the uew
building.
Thirty-sevent-

Minor City Topics.

"THE CLUB"

Pharmacy

WILL DO IT.
Personal Mention.

I

24,

mm

THAT

I

JANUARY

THURSDAY,

Union Pacific,

1761-8-

;

1001-4- .

92

Pfd.,

Copper, 115
Steel, 471-2- ;
GRAIN,

Pfd. 1001-2- .
PORK, LARD AND

Chicago,
7S

2

Jan.
July 78

24.

Wheat,

RIBS.
May

Corn, May 45
July 45
Oats, .May 38
July 35
Pork, May $16.42
July $16.57
Lard, May $9.42
July $9,471-2Ribs, May $9.10; July $9.20.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Jan. 24. Wool steady,

.

DUDROW

&

MONTENIE

un-

changed,
LIVE

STOCK.

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 24. Cattle
receipts 8,000, including .300 southerns, slow and steady; native stem's
$4(yG,60; southern steers $3.B05.25;
southern cows $2.253.75; native
cows and heifers $2.255; stackers
and feeders 3.254.80; bulls $2.75
4.25; calves $3.257.50; western fed
steers $3.75 5.75; western fed cows
$2.5004.23.

Undertakers and
Embaltners

:

All Kinds of

Picture Framing

Sheep 6,000 steady; muttons $4.75
5.75; lambs 3O.757.50; range wethers $46.40; fed ewes $45.25. .
Chicago, Jan. 24. Cattle receipts,) DUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING.
Day
8,000; steady.
Beeves, $4.757.00;i
cows and heifers, $1.505.25; stock-- ;
SJi
ers and feders, $2.604.80; Texans,;
$2.504.80; calves, $6.008.25.
Residence No, 106, Grant Avenue, Foot of Pa'w Avenue,
Sheep Receipts, 18,000; tOc lower.)
Sheep, $3.605.70; lambs, $4.757.80. V Sunday.
Telephone No, 142.

'Phone 35

J

Nights

nd

